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The meeting was called to order by Mr" Eo 0 .. Larson,

the Chairman, at 9:50 o'clock a"mo, on Tuesday, December 14,

1954, in the Senate Lounge in the State Capitol, Salt Lake

City, Utah"

THE CHAIRMAN: The meeting will come to ordero



(Notice submitted for the record reads as follows~)

"BEAR RIVER COMPACT COMMISSION
Post Office Box 360

Salt Lake City 10, Utah

December 11, 1954

Notice £f Meeting

The next meeting of the Bear River Compact

Commission will be held on Tuesday, December 14, 1954, at

9~30 a.mo at the Governorts Board Room, State Capitol,

Salt Lake City, Utah, as scheduled.

E. Jo Skeen
Secretary. '

THE CHAIRMAN ~ When 'We adjourned the last meeting

we had started to discuss the quantity of upstream storage

above Bear Lakee I think we had better start by maybe calling

on the states for any comments they care to make at this time

in trying to arrive at that upstream storage figure 0 Idaho,

do you have any comments to start off with?

COMo COOPER~ No, not to start off witho We prefer

to 'h4ve the other states make a statemento

THE CHAIRMAN ~ Utah?

COMo CLYDE~ Mro Chairman, I made the proposal, which

was a tentative proposal, last time, to lump the storage to-

gether, the existing storage and the additional storage, in the

amount of 50,000 acre-feeto After examining that situation

further, I find that the diffiqulties of adIninistration under

a combined quantity are too greato And I would therefore make
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this recommendation, that we limit the additional storage

above Stewart Dam to 36,000 acre-feet; instead of having a

50,000 total, that we specify that we have here the existing

storage, and the additional storage separatelyo

THE CHAIRMAN ~ And the other figure to remain at

what, the presently existing storage?

COMo CLYDE~ I wouldn!t care whether it is 14,000 or

14,5000 That depends on how you compute it, depends on whether

we add the Idaho storage into the figure or whether we dQn!to

I think there is 324 acre-feet of storage in Idaho, so that you

might put that at 14,000 or 14,5000 I wouldn!t argue that

point, but I would like to see the other set at 36,000$

THE CHAIRMAN~ I take it from your comments you are

simply making that as a recommendation and not a motion"

COMo CLYDE~ That is my reconnnendation for discussion.

THE CHAIRMAN~ Is that all the comments you care to

make at this time?

COMo CLYDE~ Yeso

THE CHAIRMAN~ Wyoming, do you have any connnents at

this stage?

COMo BISHOP~ The only connnent I would make is that

I would prefer the 50,000 figure undividedo

MRo PERSON ~ Why would it be difficult to administer,

George?

COMo CLYDE: Because the storage that now exists is

in operation; we know what it is, we know where it is" We
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don't know what the additional storage will be, or the division

of the additional storageo We can't do anything about the

storage that is now in, that is fixed, those rights are estab

lishedo And, therefore, I don't believe it would be wise to

combine established rights with rights which are not estab

lishedo That is IIW principal reasono

MIL PERSON ~ Of course that really could be overcome

by the suggestion we made that the existing storage be named-

a total not to exceed 50,000, and then name the existing stor

ageQ It wouldn't necessarily affect their priorities of rightso

COMo CLYDE~' No, it shouldn't affect the priorities

of rights by naming them, they could be namedo But I still

don't see what advantage we get in combining 14,500 or 14,000

of exist~ storage with the new storage which is proposed and

which is not ;\let in existence 0 I think it will complicate the

situation and the administrationo

COMo BISHOP ~ Mr" Clyde, it looks to me like it would

simplif.y the administration to have a total figure to go too

I don't see where it makes any difference and I think it would

simplify ito

COMo CLYDE~ Well I can~t see where it will simplify

it because most of the existing storage is on the tributary

streams which are now under regulation, now under operationo

Now if we cambine them, then we bring those tributary streams

into the Compact when they are not now in the Compacto

THE: CHAIRMAN: Have you any further comments, MrQ
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Bishop?

COMo BISHOP~ No--I believe the only conunent I have

got to make is that I have argued all along to have all the

tributary streams left out of the Compact, and I am surprised

that Mro Clyde says they are not ino

COMo CLYDE: This would bring them in, Clark 0

COMo BISHOP:, If this brings them in--

COM CLYDE: We are trying to leave them out. We

have got some storage on Woodruff Creek, for example, existing

storage, and that would bring it into the Compact if we combine

ito That is one of the reasons why I think we shouldn't com

bine ito We should leave off all the tributaries, free and

separate from the operation of the Compact, if it is possible to

do so.

MRo PERSON: Does that mean, George, to you, that

the 36,000 acre-feet, if we built a reservoir on the tributar

ies, wouldn~t count?

COMo CLYDE: Noo No, after we agree on the upstream

storage, then the states concerned could determine where they

put that storage. It could be on tributaries or otherwiseo

THE CHA.IRMAN~ Then when you referred to those tribu

taries not being in the Compact, you mean as far as storage;

you don't mean for other reasons?

COMo CLYDE: That is righto

THE CHAIRMAN: Because they are in as far as measur

ing water and so ono
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COMo CLYDE~ The tributaries like Randolph Creek and

Woodruff Creek are not in the Compact nowo

MRo PERSON~ Under direct flow rights"

COMo CLYDEg That is righto

MRo PERSON~ But they would be on the storageo

COMo CLYDE~ They would be on the storage.

COMo BISHOP~ How would this bring them in then,

George? I just don!t understando

COMo CLYDE; If you combine all of your storage into

the 50,000, then they are in the Compact and are administered

by the Cornmissionero If they are not part of the 50,000,they

are administered by the state in which they are located under

the conditions that they now existo It would mean on Woodruff

Creek, as I understand it for example, if we make this combined

upstream storage, Woodruff Creek would be administered as a

part of that upstream storage by the Commissioner, and the

storage on it would be affected by thato

MRo PERSON ~ George, I am just trying to get through

row head-=as soon as you mention 14,500 existing storage, doesn't

that bring it under the Commission?

COMo CLYDE;, No, because it says that there is "here

by granted" in addition to such existing direct flow rights

and to the existing storage rightso 0 ~ m ; anything you do from

here on is subject to the existing storage rights, so they are

not changedo They operate as they are now operatingo And I

am afraid if we added it to the 36,000, they would become a
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part of and be administered by the Commissioner under the

C.ompacto

COMo COOPER~ What would be the objection to haVing

them administered under the Commissioner, Mro Clyde?

COMo CLYDE~ Well, the same objection that we had

when we eliminated as many tributaries as possibleo That is,

when the flow, the water supply from anyone of these tribu

taries, did not reach the main stem and had no effect on the

main stem, we felt it was not necessary to bring it into the

Compact; it was sort of individual, by itself, and didnWt affect

anybody and wasn!t affected by the operationo Therefore, we

kept it outo It is my thinking that that would apply to the

storage as well as to the direct flow rightso

THE CHAIRMAN~ Do you have any further conunents, Mr

Bishop? We will keep going around"

COMo BISHOP~ I am thinking of what will happen in

case the reservoir is abandoned" It looks to me like these

figures shouldn~t read "not to exceedn
j but that should be an

amount; the upper river should have a right to store so much

water 0 If somebody abandons a reservoir, i.t ought to be so

somebody else can get that many acre-feeto In other words, it

should be a stipulated number of acre-feet and not a statement

"not to exceed""

COMo CLYDE~ Where are you reading, "not to exceed"?

I am lost here ( referring to Compact draft)o

COMo BISHOP~ What I am thinking about is this 14,0000
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What if some of these people abandon part of those? Does it

mean that we can still keep on allowing other reservoirs and

store more water as long as it doesnWt exceed that? Or should

n!t it read that we have a right to store 14,000 under one cate

gory and 36~000 under the other, if you are going to make it

that way, George?

COMo CLYDE~ I would interpret that to mean that,

"In addition to presently existing storage rights above Stewart

Dam, approximating 14,500 acre-feet in the aggregate "-~that is

a storage right; and if one dam should go out, for example,

that dam could be replaced either there or somewhere else as

long as~-

COMo BISHOP~ It wouldnWt then be an existing right,

you seeo

MRo KULP~ They can!t transfer rights in Wyomingo

We could do ito

COMo CLYDE~ You mean to say if' a man has a reservoir

and the dam goes out, he can~t put i.t back'?

COMo BISHOP~ I mean if it goes out and he doesnllt

rebuild it again, somebody else ought to have that right to

store that amount of water"

COMo CLYDE ~ I think this will provide 'that because

it says the storage in the amount of approximately 14,500 shall

be recognized--I think we could write that language in there

if it isn\?t ina

COMo BISHOP~ I think it would have to be clarified
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some if it covered what I have in mindo A lot of our people

abandon their reservoirs--they have in the past and they

pro~ably will in the futureo And there should be a stiPulated

amount there at least that we should have a right to store; and

when we get together with Utah, we have got to figure that out

specifically, how many acre;:.feet Wyoming can have and how many

the other state can haveo That is the reason why I would like

to have it read a total of 50,000, then that straightens it all

out 0

If you want to insert a paragraph that will give the

states the right to regulate everything up to a certain priority,

that is all righto Would that take care of it?

COMo CLYDE~ As I understand you, Clark, what you are

concerned about there is that the Compact recognize a total of

X acre-feet of existing storage, regardless of whether it is

the storage that exists now or storage which might be used to

replace some of the storage that ex1sts now?

COMo BISHOP g That is right 0 We might go through a

few years of depression like we have in the past and they would

abandon all of their reservoirs; and then the way I interpret

it reads, unless they would reconstruct some of those, why the

upper river wouldn~t be permitted to store that any more because

it isn't presently existing prioritieso

COMo CLYDE~ I don!t object to that principle, but

I can!t write the language right now that will express it@

MRo SKEEN~ Isn't that a matter that should be studied
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by the Drafting COJ'l1III;i.ttee, the matter of preparing a paragraph

to take care of the problem Mr. Bishop raises? I think it can

be accomplished by drafting.

COM• .BISHOP: It would be a little hard for us to

go along on that small a figure if it was fixed at that figureo

If we were certain of that amount if and when we needed it, we

might go along.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there a chance for the Connnission

to agree on the principle in the first part of that section

and then have the Drafting Committee work it out?

COM" BISHOP: Yes.

COM" CLYDE: Mr. Chairman, I move that the matter of

the language referrmng to the existing storage rights above

Stewart Dam and the additional storage that will be provided for

in the Compact, be referred to the Drafting Committee with

instructions to the effect that the definition of rtexisting

storage rights" or "storage allowance"" shall never be less than

X acre-feet in the aggregate; and that the additional rights

to store shall never be less t.h~n 36,000 acre-feet above Stewart

Damo

Bow, I might explain that motion a little further. I

am trying to see if they can get some language which will pro

tect the upstream storage in the existing allowances regardless

of whether the reservoirs remain as they are now or as they

might be changed--that is the existing allowances; and that the

additional allowances shall be in total not less than 36,000
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acre-feet--

MRo MERRILL: Not more than 36,000 rather than less

than?

COMo CLYDE: Yes, or make it specifically 36,000--

or not more than 36,000G

COMo COOPER: May I~:·ask Mr. Clyde a question?

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Cooper.

COMo COOPER: If we increase the limit of additional

storage to 36,000, new storage upstream, you say you are not

particular as to .'whether we put the existing upstream storage

at 14,000 or 14,5001
0 Would you be willing to set the upstream

storage at 14,000 and then grant 1,000 acre-feet to Idaho on

Thomas Fork?

13

36,000?

COMo CLYDE:

COM COOPER:

COMo CLYDE:

In addition to the-

As part of it ..

As part of the 14,000, or part of the

COMo COOPER: Set it at 36,000 and the existing up

stream storage at 14,OOO--the new storage at 36,0000 That

would make a difference in the aggregate of 500 acre-feeto

And I am asking you, if we are willing to go to 36,000 and

make this other concession, are you then willing to have inserted

in the Compact that Idaho be permitted to store 1,000 acre-feet

on Thomas Fork?

COMo CLYDE: May I ask a question before answering

that: Would Idaho's existing storage be included in the 14,000?



MRo JIBSON: It is.

COMo COOPER: It is included as the figures now stando

COMo CLYDE: It is included in the 14,500.

MRo JIBSON: If we take the date of our report, which

was in 1951, 14,500--we recommended that that be reduced because

of that reservoir on Woodroof Creek which is entitled to fill

ten times yearly.. If it were reduced to the one capacity cp.

that one reservoir, 14,000 would be a more accurt;l.te figure than,

14,500 as of that time.

Since 1951, we know of an additional 400 or 500 acre-

feet that has been built at one of the existing reservoirs.

But as of that time, a more accurate capacity is 14,000 rather

than 14,500.

COMo COOPER: That is what I have in mind ..

COMo CLYDE: The situation as of now is 14,416?

MRo JIBSON: That is right, if you are going on the

present date. There may be additional storage above that,

I don't know about it; but as of the date of the report, which

is in November 1951, I say 14,000 is the more accurate

figure 0

COMo CLYDE: You see, the other day we fixed a date

of January 1st, 1955 as the beginning of this thingo

MR.o JIBSON: If you are talIti.rlg- about the present

date, 14,500 would be closer.

COMo COOPER: We contend that there should be out

of this total, some allowance made for Thomas F9rk. Those



people have needs for supplemental irrigation on a parallel

with some of the cases in upper Utah and Wyoming.. Their requests

are very reasonable and we feel that they are very definitely

entitled to it ..

COMo CLYDE: I couldn't argue against that, Fred,

because all of these people have the same interests and the

same rights. My only argument against it, if I have Qne, is

that in effect it cuts us down to 35,000 acre-feet in the Upper

Division 0 That is the net result of ito

COM.. COOPER: Well now, just a minute. If you make

it 36,000--

COMo CLYDE: You see, that thousand acre-feet comes

off the 36,000, which makes it 35,000..

COM" COOPER: And provided we make it 14,500, that

makes a difference of a thousand acre-feet. In other words,

Mr .. Clyde, we are willing to yield 500 acre-feet provided you

are. That is my proposal--we will have to take it under advise

ment with our people--just for the purposes of negotiation"

We would take that under advisement. Would you feel like you

CQuld go along with that?

COM" CLYDE: Notice, I am not in a hurry to answer

that question; I am trying to think it through too. I don't

know right now.. Let us take a look at this existing storage

again.. The difference is small, and I am still confused with

the figures that have been given us. The figures that I have

here show that Idaho has 324 acre-feet, and since 1951 there
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I
has been 416 ~~-feet added, giving us a total of 14,500

which we used, is that correct?

MRo JIBSON: That is correct ..

COMo COOPER: Which one of those creeks is that on

in Idaho?

MRo JIBSON: We have one reservoir on Sheep ..creek and

three in Wood Canyon--

"COMo COOPER: Oh I see. I have it now.

Mae JIBSON: --aggregating 32401 acre-feet ..

MRo PERSON: I think your Compact, if it is going to

mean anything, is going to have to allocate that to states;

otherwise, 50 years from now, you will have complete confusion

as to where the 14,500 is. What you are trying to do is recog-

nize existing storage rights.. I think again you are going to

have to say, so many acre-feet in WYoming, so many acre-feet

in Utah, and so many acre-feet in Idaho; otherwise 50 years

from now nobody will know what we are talking abouto

COMo CLYDE: That would be taken care of if we list

the reservoirso

16

Mao PERSON:

list the reservoirso

quantities by stateso

COMo CLYDE:

each state?

MRo PERSON:

Yeso That would be taken care of if we )

Otherwise, the way we can do it is list !

We will have to list the quantities for

J,

That is what we are trying to do, is

recognize existing reservoirs, 324 acre-feet for Idaho--



THE CHAIRMAN ~ Let's one talk at a time 0

Mao PERSON ~ I think we are all ~ agreement on that

part: What we are trying to do is recogni~e existing storage

rights tnat are constructedo And I think we ought to do it by

stateso

Mao MERRILL: Does that include the storage rights in

Bear Lake?
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Mao PERSON:

Mao ME:RRILL:

about ito

Yeso I think we recognize ito

There is nothing said in the Compact

Mao PERSON: We are talltlb:o,galle.t:lj:;he~~tiviSiioli\.

COMo BISHOP: Be careful how far you go recognizing

Bear Lake, young man 0

COMo CLYDE: Mro Chairman, I realize that we are

talking about som~th:ing here that we can't very well measure,

and frankly, I haven't got too good an argument for pursuing ito

But, in view of this situation on existing storage, could we

settle this on this basis~ That we take 14,500 and put it in

that second line, .&nd we take 36,500 and put it in the fourth

line and we allow the thousand acre-feet of storage on Thomas

Fork? I don't know at this moment just what implication it--

Mao MERRILL~ That gives 51,000 acre-feet, an addi....

tional thousand to what we have talked abouto

COMo CLYDE: That is righto That gives us the thou

sarul acre-feet that I am trying to provide for in connection

with Thomas Forko



MRo MERRILL: Why shouldn't that thousand -acre":l'feet

be taken out of the amount we were discussing before, rather

than building it up again?

COMo CLYDE: It seems to me we are dividing that

additional thousand acre-feet, taking 500 acre-feet into con

sideration in this existing storage and 500 on the additional

storage 0 That may be one way to look at ito

MRo MERRILL: No, because that 36,000 was predicated

on the theory tltere was 14,000 storage rights existingo

COMo CLYDE: That is JJij'" question, whether it is 14,000

or 14,5000 I have in JJij'" notes, 14,500.

MRo MERRILL: All righto It was 35,500 before, so

it would be a total of 50,000 now_it is 51,0000

COMo CLYDE: :ttr total was 50,000, I grant you, that

I proposed last weeko I grant thato

MRo MERRILL: Yeso

COMo CLYDE: You recall when I made the proposal, it

was something to shoot at; and my first statement this morning

pointed that out and my reconmendation was that we make it

36,000 in the fourth line 0 Now with the introduction of the

Thomas Fork thousand acre-feet, and with the question of the

actual amount of existing storage, my question is whether or

not we could settle on the basis of 14,500 and 36,5000 It will

make 51,000, I grant you.

Mao MERRILL: It is a thousand more than we ever dis-

cussedo
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COMo CLYDE~ And it provides for the thousand acre-

feet on Thomas Fork which has never been in this picture on

36,000 beforee

COMo COOPER: Mro Chairman, in connection with that--I

Mro Clyde, that reduces the amount of flow downstream, takes

that water out of the Lake, an additional thousand feet; and

inasmuch as we are talking now about an increased amount of

upstream storage, and we are only asking for a thousand feet

on Thomas Fork, it seems to me like our request is reasonableo

COMo CLYDE: I think the request is reasonable all

right; but in the negotiations up to now, as I have understood

them, the Thomas Fork has never been included in what we have

chosen to call additional upstream storagee

COMo COOPER: It has been suggested a time or two

in meeting when you weren't heree Mro Clyde, Mr$ Kulp has made

the recommendation, and they have a filing now in the Depart-

ment of Reclamation; and we feel that it would be unjust and

unethical to leave those people out, inasmuch as we are provid-

ing for additional upstream storage in wyoming and in Utaho We

don't feel it is fair to leave those people outo

COM CLYDE~ I don't think they should be left outo

COMo BISHOP~ I don't either; I agree with YOUo

COMo CLYDE~ I don't think they should be left out,

but mlf point is--and I still go back to my original prernise--

that we should get as much storage upstream as is available

without adverse effects, serious adverse effects, on the belief
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that when you have..got your water upstream, you can always

take it down; but you can never take it back up when it gets

down a So, I don't think the impact of that additional 500 acre

feet or a thousand acre-feet total upstream storage, including

Thomas Fork, will materially affect the rights below Bear Lake~

MRo MERRILLg Except it is just a matter of going

up, up, up. We have gone now from twenty--what was it?

COMo COOPER~ 23,000 to 35,5000

COMo CLYDE~ That is trueo

COMo COOPER~ That is an increase of 12,5000 And

we are just asking that there be some storage established on

Thomas Fork for 1,000; and it looks to me like that is fair

enough a

COMo CLYDE~ I will have to tell you a story about

this distance I have traveled too You see, when I came into

this picture, they wanted a hundred thousand upstreamo I have

got them down to 36,500, so I have gone farther than you fel

lows haveo

COMo COOPER~ Of course we didn't even consider the

hundred thousand because we felt that was just a jokeo

COMo CLYDE~ I didn't consider it either; I came down

that faro

COMo COOPERg We were nice to those fellows and we

felt it was a joke and they really didn't mean it themselveso

COMo CLYDE~ But, I have had a little trouble to get

it down theree
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COMo COOPER~ I appreciate that$

COMo CLYDE~ And the thing that discouraged me a

little, our differences are so small I can't very well argue

them, so I don't know what to sayo

COMo COOPER~ That is the way we feel about it 0 We

feel that our people have been reasonable to the "nth" degree,

and we are willing to try to get ~hem to go along with this

proposal provided you will permit this thousand acre-feet to

come out of the amount you propose here, so that the total

isn't more than 50,000 upstream storagee

COMo CLYDE~ You see, that does this, if you limit

the total to 50,000~ As a matter of fact, we have got 14,500

now; that cuts us down to 35,500, we take a thousand off that,

which cuts us down to 34,5000

MRo MERRILL~ Which is p1enty0

COMo CLYDE~ I don't agree on thato

MRo MERRILLg Furthermore, you are taking i.t away from

water that is now being usedo

COMo CLYDE~ In what way?

MRo MERRILL~ For power purposeso

COMo CLYDE~ Of course, then we get back into that

argument, which is a controversyo I think we have got to stick

to the consumptive uses of the water here, because they are the

only ones that are establishede
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COMo CLYDE~

The power rights are estab1ishedo

Only in one state0



Mao MERRILL: That doesn't make any difference;

they are established and they have used it for all those years$

COMo CLYDE: Do you mean to say that the decree in

one state is binding on another state if they are not a party

to it?

Mao MERRILL: I mean to say it establishes their

rights and they have been using that water all that time.

COMo CLYDE: You haven't answered my questiono

Mao MERRILL: It may be, ye so

COMo CLYDE: It may be?

MRo MERRILL: Yes, sir, very likely.

COM. CLYDE: That is no saying it is.

MRo MERRILL: Very likely it would be. Judge Johnson

so held it in that te~lo.""p~eek matter.

COMo CLYDE: But you admit there is a possible chance

that it wouldn't.

MRo MERRILL: No. I am not willing to admit that

under the circumstances. You fuave got to recognize the right,

that that water has been used for that purpose during all those

years, and decreed by a Federal Court decree.

COMo CLYDE: All I am saying as to that decr~e ques

tion is, as the people in the upper basin were not a party to

that suit, I do not think, therefore, that that question is

pertinent to the issue here. We are dealing with consumptive

uses.

COM COOPER: Lower Utah was a party to that suit,
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Dro Clydeo

COMo CLYDE~ That is right, but the upper basin were

not 0

THE CHAIRMAN~ These little discussion, can't we keep

them out of the record?

COMo CLYDE~ Mro Chairman, I move we recess for ten

minutes and caucuso

COMo COOPERg I will second the motion$

THE CHAIRMANg We will be in recess ten minutes$

(10$25 aomo Recesso)

(10~58 aomo Meeting reconvenedo)

THE CHIRMAN g Before any further motions are made,

Mr$ Clyde, you made a motion about an hour ago, rather a long

motion 0 There was no second$ Do you want to withdraw that?

COMo CLYDEg I will withdraw that motion$

THE CHAIRMANg I thought we had better clear the

record on that $

COMo CLYDEg Mro Chairman, the Utah and Wyoming dele

gations have been caucusing trying to work out a solution to

this situationo We are interested in an agreement but we mustn't

lose sight of the fact that we have~ in our legislatures

to convince before we can get a compact, and we are trying to

write this thing in such a way we hope we can get their supporto

With respect to this storage, we have gone back into

the record with respect to the existing storage, which in Utah

and Wyoming totals 14,092 acre-feeto There never has been this
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much storage in that series of reservoirs in any one year by

somewhat more than a thousand acre-feeto That is a matter of

record and it is because there is just not the water there to

store 0 Therefore, a thousand acre-feet, at least, of that

storage which exists today has no meaning whatsoever in terms

of water use.

Therefore, for the two reasons which I have just

cited, I move that the extent of existing storage in acre-feet

be recognized by the Compact equalling 14,000 acre-feet--

MRo PERSON: In Utah and Wyominge

COMo COOPER~ Existing storage.,

COMo CLYDE~ --be recognized as existing in Utah and

Wyoming, amounting to 14,000 acre-feet in round numbers; and

that the States of Utah and Wyoming under the Compact be

authorized a storage allowance of 36,000 acre-feet--

THE CHAIRMAN ~ Additional?

COMo CLYDE~ --additional--

COMo BISHOP~ Above Stewart Dam in Wyoming and Utah"

COMo CLYDE~ --above Stewart Dam in Wyoming, and

Utaho

COMo BISHOP~ I will second that~

COMo COOPER: What are you going to do about the

thousand acre-feet for Thomas Fork?

COMo CLYDE~ We would support Idaho in its contention

for a thousand acre-feet in addition to its existing storage

of 324 acre-feeto
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MRo PERSON~ In fact, you can have a thousand acre~

feeto

COMo COOPER~ You remember as we adjourned the last

meeting, we made the statement that we would attempt to get our

people to concede the 35,500 increased storage above Bear Lake,

plus the 14,500; but we would expect to justify the allowance

of a thousand acre-feet from that amount for Thomas Forko

Now then, we feel that, according to the graph in Mr~

Thomas' report, Page 31, it shows that if you people were

granted 35,500 acre-feet above Stewart Dam, the way the curve

levels out there, it would only amount to probably 200 acre

feet for you people--between 200 and 300 acre-feet; whereas,

if the storage were built on Thomas Fork where i.t was usable

direct, close to the point of diversion, it would mean a

thousand acre-feet to themo

Consequently, our contention is that it doesn't mean

a great deal to you people in view of the fact that you are

getting this allowance above Bear Lake, additional allowance;

but it does mean a considerable amount to Thomas Fork~ There

fore, we feel that our request is reasonable and just, and it

should be taken from the total amount above Bear Lakeo

MRo Lo Bo JOHNSON~ Mro Chairman, I wonder if Mro

Cooper would state just where the damsite would be on Thomas

Fork?

THE CHAIRMAN~ Do you care to comment on that, Mro

Cooper?
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COMo COOPER~ I didn!t get the questiono

MRo La Bo JOHNSON~ The damsite~-where do you plan

to store on Thomes Fork?

COMo COOPER~ Mre Kulp has that informationo

MRo La Bo JOHNSON: Is it in Wyoming or Idaho?

MRo KULP~ In Wyoming.

MRo Lo Bo JOHNSON: That was all, thankso

MRo PERSON~ Would that be junior to all rights below

in Idaho? Or, 'are you going to give it a prior right in this

Compact; is that what you are intending to do?

MRo KULP ~ Just the same as what you are asking for,

superior to Bear Lake storageo

THE CHAIRMAN~ Mro Clyde!s motion was seconded by Mro

Bishop, I believe, the record will showe Are there further com~

ments?

COMo CLYDE~ Mro Chairman, in answer to Mro Cooper!s

statement, I grant that your yield on the reservoir on Thomas

Fork is a higher percentage than it is on these other reser

voirs; and that is another reason why the storage allowance

upstream from Stewart Dam in Wyoming should be increased,

because there just isn!t enough water to make it a hundred per=

cent yieldo And therefore, the only way it can even jack up

this average is to have a capacity or an allowance which will

enable them to take advantage of the wet years, because there

is no water there for them in the dry yearso And therefore,
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it is giving a little advantage to the upstream users and tak

ing nothing away from the downstream userso

COMo COOPERg It is taking away whatever amount is

stored from the downstream users, immediately above Stewart

Dam and below Stewart Dam, Mro Clyde, there is no escape from

that~

COMo CLYDEg But the advantage of your storage up

steam when you have got capacity to put water in wet years,

accrues to the downstream users throughout the length of the

system in a diminishing amount; but when you put that storage

on the lower end of the river, you never can benefit anybody

above the storage~ And therefore, again, the use of upstream

storage from the standpoint of the overall picture, is in favor

of an increased amount upstreamo

Those yields, you see, are pretty lowo You take a

30,000 acre-foot reservoir and it will yield 22,500 or some,

acre-feet of' water" You take a 40,000 acre-foot reservoir

and it will yield 25, 000 ac:re~ofeet of water" We never can get

up to the storage allowanceo Therefore, this effort, and I am

frank to say that is the reason I am trying to keep that stor

age allowance as high as I can, to get that yield up as near

as we can to a reasonable figure when you consider it in terms

of consumptive uses of water on the rivera

COMo COOPERg Dr" Clyde, don!t you consider the yield

of 200 acre-feet is rather small?

COMo CLYDE g The yield is small, that is true; but



it is costing no one anythingo

MRo PERSONz It doesn!t cost you anything, and we

have got that extra thousand to sell it to our legislature witho

It only costs you 200 acre-feete If you put a thousand on

Thomas Fork, we don!t careo

COMo COOPERz We have a legislature to satisfy which

is probably just as contentious as yourso

MRo PERSON ~ I think worse 0

COMo BISHOP~ Mr$ Cooper, we don't think we will

have any trouble getting our legislature to grant you a right

to store water in Wyoming on Thomas Fork; and rnlf feeling about

Thomas Fork or any other stream that is as short of water as

that stream, is that they should have unrestricted use of the

water, it shouldn't be regulated for Bear Lake or anybody elseo

That is the way I feel about ito But, the whole system is in

the State of Idaho and so far as WYoming is concerned, Idaho

can do as they want to and we will give them a permit for the

little headwaters, to store water up there, and recognize its

priority 0

COMo COOPERg In view of the facts before us, we

feel that is just as far as we can be permitted to goo That is

to say, 36,000 additional storage and 14,000 acre-feet of

presently existing storage, and the thousand acre-feet reser

voir on Thomas Fork shall be ta~en from the total, the reservoir

to be constructed in W,yomingo

COMo CLYDE: Mr~ Chairman, that means simply this
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then, that the additional storage allowed upstream users will

be 34,676 acre-feet.. We cannot go for that figureo

COMo COOPER: Thirty-four thousand what?

COMo CLYDE: --6768

MRo M&RRILL: They won!t go for that ..

COMo CLYDE: Maybe we had better adjourn ..

MRo MERRILL~ Every time we meet it is that much

more 0

COMo CLYDE~ Question on the motion, Mr.. Qhairmano

THE CHAIRMAN: I think we will have the reporter

read the motion.. It was seconded by Mro Bishope

(Motion read as follows~ I move that the extent of

existing storage be recognized as existing in Utah and wyoming,

amounting to 14,000 acre-feet in round numbers; and that the

States of Utah and Wyoming under the Compact be aut.horiz~dan

additional storage allowance of 36,000 acre-feet above Stewart

Dam. in wyoming and Utaho)

THE CHAIRMAN~ You have heard the motiono I will

COMo CLYDE: Mr.. Chairman, before you put that

motion, may I ask for a point of information; How many votes

does it take? Are our actions unanimous in this case?

THE CHAIRMAN ~ ijave to be 0

COMo CLYDE: I think they· would have to be" Well,

now, I called for the question; evidently the action will not

be unanimous 0
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THE CHAIRMAN~ As Ohairman, I wouldn't knowo If you

want your motion put to a vote--

COMo C1YDE~ In view of that, Mr" Chairman, with the

consent of the second I withdraw that motion ..

THE CHAIRMAN ~ Do you consent to the withdrawl of

the motion, Mro ~ishop?

COMo BISHOPg Yeso

THE CHAIRMAN ~ All right, your motion is withdrawn.

Do~s anyone of you have another motion? How do you want to

proceeda

Mao PERSON: Off the recorda

(Discussion off the recorda)

MIta 10 Bo JOHNSON: Mro Chairman, could I ma.ke a

suggestion?

T.fiE CHAIRMANg Yes ..

MIto 10 Bo JOHNSON: That Utah leave it in the position

of a motion, but withdraw its request for action on it just

now; and that you go on with that same motiono I believe you

will cc;>m.e up with som.ethingo

TfIE CHAIRMAN: He has already withdrawn it 0

COMo C1YDEg I can make it again anytime.. Mro Chair

man, I move that we recess--it is now half past eleven--

MIto MERRILLg A quarter after"

COMo C1YDE~ --that we recess until one o'clock. I

am interested in getting a solution, I will be perfectly frank

with you, but there are limits beyond which even I cannot go;
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and I w~ll go back to ~ people and make another proposalo

If this motion carries, I will be ready at one o'clock to make

another motiono

THE CHAIRMAN~ Is there a second to Mro Clyde's

motion to recess until one o'clock?

COMo BISHOP~ I will second it.

(Thereupon a vote was taken and Como Clyde's motion

carried unanimouslyo)

(11:16 aom. Noon recesso)

(1:13 pomo Meeting reconvenedo All Commissioners

present.)

THE CHAIRMAN~ We caucused during the noon houro Have

the t.hree C~ssioners reached any agreement yet1

COMo COOPER: Mro Chairman, I move that in Article

V, Paragraph B: "In addition to presently existing storage

rights above Stewart Dam.. approximating 14,000 acre-feet in

the aggregate, there is accorded the right to store above

Stewart Dam for consumptive use, 35,000 acre-feet, and no

moreooo" The approximated storage shall be 14,000 for the

Existing constructed storage in the aggregate 0 And that there

shall be allowed to Idaho on Thomas Fork, 1,000 acre-feet.

MRo PERSON: Fred, did yOll ...mean the 1,000 in addition

to the 35,0001

COMo COOPER: I mean that there shall be accorded to

upper Utah and wyoming 49,000 acre-feet overall.
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MRo PERSON~ 14,000 present and 35,000 new?

COMo COOPER~ That is righto

MRo PERSON: In other words, your 35,000, then applies to

Utah and Wyoming 0

COMo CooPER~ And, in addition, 1,000 acre-feet for

Thomas Fork ..

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there a second to Mro Cooper! s

motion?

Mao PERSON: I can't second thato

COMo BISHOP~ Noo

COMo CLYDE: MrQ Chairman, a point of orderQ I
I

would like to make an amendment to that, but can I do it without

a second?

THE CHAIRMAN~ I don't see how you can if it hasn't

been secondedQ You haven't a motion to vote on until it is

secondedc Would you three Commissioners like to suspend with

formalities and caucus further and see if that will help?

COMo CLYDE: With the consent of the other two Com-

missioners.~ I would like to make nw proposal--it would be an

amendment 0

MRo PERSON g We might make Fred's motion a proposal

since he didn't get a second, and leave it in the record,.

COMo CLYDE g Then I can make an amended proposaL

COMo COOPER: That is agreeableo

COMo CLYDE: Is that agreeable, MrQ Bishop?

COMo BISHOP~ YesQ
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COMo CLYDEg Mro Chairman, I will then make this

proposal, that Article V, B, read as follows: "m addition

to presently existing storage rights above Stewart Dam,

approximating 14,000 acre-feet in the aggregate in Utah and

wyoming, there is hereby granted the right to store above

Stewart Dam. for consumptive use in Utah and Wyoming, a total

of 35,500 acre-feet, and no moreo"

The impact of that substitute proposal is simply

this: We now stand a thousand acre-feet apart; and the pro

posal is to split the difference, provide 35,500 acre-feet of

storage upstream. for Utah and Wyoming, plus a thousand for

Idaho, and fix the existing storage in Utah and Wyoming at

approximately 14,000 acre-feeto

MRo MERRILLg Of existing constructed storage?

COMo CLYDE: Existing constructed storageo I think

that could come in there with the understanding, of course, that

if we run into something like we were discussing this morning,

a reservoir dam. should go out and it had a hundred acre-feet

of capacity, the equivalent storage could be somewhere else

on the stream, it wouldn't have to be on that particular siteo

The total storage wouldn!t changeo

COMo COOPER: Before we act on that motion-

THE CHAIRMAN: That was just a proposal, I take it,

not a motion?

COMo CLYDE: That is righto

COMo COOPER: --I have a question here, in connection
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with the time the storage may be stored above Bear Lake ~ That

has been discussed in previous meetings on a number of occasions,
I, ~.

and I think at one time it was decided that the time could be

between the 1st of October and the 15th of April~

MRG KULP: The 30th of ApriL

COMo COOPER~ And the 30th of ApriL There was some

objection to that point of view" Therefore, we feel that

there should be a limitation fixeii·on the storage.

I therefore move that no water shall be stored above

Stewart Dam under the right herein granted when the natural

flow of Bear River at BoIlqer gaging station is leiss than 750

second-feet 0

MRo PERSON~ Of course as it is written now, Fred,

there is already a limitation: "ooooosuch additional storage

right shall be subOrdinateoooooto existing direct flow rightso"

Now, what relationship does the 750 have to that?

MRo MERRILL: Just the mechanics; it makes it easier

to determineo

MRo PERSON: Then, it should be 600 instead of 750.,

COMo COOPER: Oh noo

COMo CLYDE: Mro Chairman, may I ask Mro .Jibson what

the implication of that is? What is the effect of that limita-

tion?

MRo JIBSON~ I didn!t hear Mr" Cooper!s proposal in

its entirety" Did you qualify that 750 to the period after

May 1st, Fred?



MRo PERSON: Yes, in the irrigation season ..

MRo JIBSON~ After May lsto Our previous studies on

storage have been based on a requirement of 700 second-feet

after May let to take care of direct flow rights--I mean, our

most recent stuqy, I will put it that way, Report No. 25, And
\

those studies were carried over directly, I believe, in Mr.

Thomas' Report No. 29 on that basis, that the storable supplies

would be from October 1st to April 30th, plus supplies over 700

second-feet after May lsto

MRo PERSON: I had a feeling the Engineering Committee

arrived at 600 second-feet--I may be wrongo

MRo JIBSON: r believe 700 has been the accepted

figure, Dean, most of the time" This figure of 750 at one time

was mentioned in one of the reports, I don't recall which one.

COMo COOPER: It was Report No o 18 on page 40

MRo rORNS: The root of that is Report Noo 15; that

is what it was derived fromo The figure in my Report No o 15

was on this condition: If the condition that downstream rights

shall never or rarely be violated is necessary, then a critical

flow of about 900 second-feet at Harer must be usedo The

equivalent flow at Border would be about 750 second-feeta That

is the root of that figure ..

COMo CLYDE: Is that the source of the figure you

used?

COMo COOPER: That is the source of the figureo We

are willing to set it at 750 second-feet ..
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COMo CLYDE: That wouldn't affect the storage in any

way during the nonirrigation season from October to May lsto

MRo PERSON: I am not convinced about the 750 when

talking about this provision; I am quite a ways from being

convinced 0 This completely protects your direct flow rights

the way it is written in the Compacto With the 750, if it was

more than that, it would not protect your direct flow rightso

I admit the other is easier to administer; but for full protec

tion for both sides, I think the way the Compact is written is

bet,tero

COMo COOPER: Dean Person, that wouldn't interfere

with your storage rights upstreamo How would it?
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Mao PERSON:

COMo COOPER:

You mean the Compac:t. as written?

No, if this 750 clause was put in

Mao PERSON ~ Of course I am not convinced that is

the right numbero

COMo COOPER~ Okay, are you going to accept the

engineering reports?

Mao PERSON: I always questioned the 7500 r would

accept 700; I think it is a better figureo

COMo COOPER~ Well, in the face of the statements

that have been made here by--

Mao rORNS: Could I say a word about that?

COMo COOPER~ Yeso

Mao IORNSs I would agree with Dean Person on that,



that the better condition to use is the one that is written

in the Compact, that is, they can't store at any time that

they would be violating the downstream direct flow rights,

for the simple reason it is in a wayan advantage to the

upstream users and yet it does away with questions of fore

casting and applying something in the future that has been

based on .~istribution or occurrence of events in the pasto

In actual application,· if it were to go in based on

when the downstream rights would be violated, what it would

a.mount to is, when the first right was cut at Cutler Dam, then

the watermaster would immediately stop all storage in the upper

basino Now that may be a few days before this 750 occurs at

Border, it may be two weeks later, I don't know; but it will be

pretty close in that rangeo

MRo MERRIIJ.,~ Wouldn!t it take quite a little while

to determine whether those rights are interfered with below,

during which time the storage is going on? The rights have

been interfered with then and there is a losso

MRo IORN'S: I think the day the right is cut at Cutler

Dam is known almost to the m.:i.n.ilteo

MR .. MERRILL~ Oh yes, at Cutler Dam, but that is down

belowo

MRo IORNS~ You are going to segregate the water

moving down the river at all times in order to know when

rights are cuto I think it is a safer condition to base it on

when the downstream right is violated, rather than to try to
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base it on a flow at Border that occurred, as near as we could

plot it up graphically as to when these rights were cut in the

past 0

Another thing, if it is left like it is--I think the

Compact would have to say you will give these upstream people

the right to store between October 1st and the following April

30th and at any time during the irrigation season when the flow

at Border is over 7500 But, if you wrote it in there just

simply when no direct flow right is violated, then you don't

have to specify the winter period or when Border is above the

7500 I believe it is automatically taken care of thereo

Mao PERSONg You see, the 750, Fred, what I worry

about it is purely an estimated figureo

COMo COOPERg Isn't the 700 the same?

Mao PERSONg That is right.. That is whjr I suggest

we leave it as it is, it protects both sideso We dontt want

to interfere with your existing direct flow rightso

COMo CLYDEg Who is going to determine when that is

reached?

Mao MERRILL~ That is the pointo

Mao PERSON g As soon as regulation under direct flow

rights--it would be easy to determine 0 We don't have to reach

that figureo You see, you guess 750, but as soon as he starts

regulating direct flow rights downstream, then we couldn!t

store for irrigationo

MRo IORNS~ Having available the daily flows into
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and out of Bear Lake, the daily flows passing Cutler Dam and

into the canals at Cutler, you can determine the day it happens 0

You can determine when it happenso

MRo PERSON ~ I think you could determine the exact

date and you would have the storage rights shut off there that

same date when the Commission was operating the rivero The

trouble with 750 is--and I agree with you, if I was on your

side I would guess it lm.gh-~but I feel it is too high and I have

always felt it should be 7000

COMo CLYDE~ Mro Chairman, may I refer to Report Noo

15, page 80 It ~ay'8c "The equivalent flow at Border would be

ab9ut 750 second-feeto A study of the hydrographs on Plates

27 and 51 using a limitation of this magnibude shows that up-
",

stream storage would only have been possible in abCl>ut 12 of

the 25 years investigatedo Such a limitation would make up-

stream storage unfeasible 0"

MRo I6RNS~ For instance, when you say 750, here is

the graph at Border and here is the equivalent ( referring to

hydrograph)--

THE CHAIRMAN~ Should this be in the record, these

informal discussions, or shall we dispense with the record for

the time being?

COMo BISHOPg I think it should have been in the

record up to this point 0

(General discusstono)

COMo COOPER~ ill we are asking for is the protection



of 750 second -feet, which protects the water users immediately
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above Bear Lake and those iJDmediately below..

makes us sure that our rights are protectedo

I

It just simply

If you people

took the water at the time of the year we are irrigating, it

would ver;r definitely work a hardship on us; there isn't any

way out of thato

COMo CLYDE~ They would be protected in the statement,

"subject to existing rightslfo I am tr;ring to ,find out a way

of determining when that iso Now, this table, Column 17, is

based on 750 second-feeto (Table 4, Report No~ 25,,)"

MRo JIBSON~ It is based on 700 second-feet at Bordero

COMo CLYDE: All righto In 1930 there was only 100

acre-feet available for storage with the limitation of 700

second-feet~

MR.o JIBSON~ That is, available after May 1st"

COMo CLYDE~ Nothing in 19310 Nothing in 19340 1935

there is 3700 acre-feeto It would have been a help to the

storage in 1935; without that 700 they would have picked up

3,700.acre-feeto 1939 they would only have picked up 1,400

acre-feet, but the reservoir would have been full anywayo 1940,

none availableo 1941, it would have helped a little, 1942,

it would not have helped theno 1943 and 1944 it wouldn't have

helped" 1945, it wouldo There are only about three years

where a limitation of 700 would have helped" Or course, if

t'n.e l.1:nQ.:tat).on. 'na8. been. blJ() t there woulcl nave been m.ore years,

If you take the'd have been less years ..and (50, there WOU.1:
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limitation of 750, there wouldn.!t be any water available during

the period May 1st to September 3Otho

Mao JIBSON~ I don!t believe there would be that much

difference as between 700 and 750; but it is correct that there

are only about three years of the 25-year period in which they

actually would have received much benefit from that excess

water ..

Mao MERRILL~ Doesn!t it take at least 750 second

feet over Border to fill the rights below?

Mao JIBSON ~ That is in the neighborhood ..

MRo MERRILL: That is why we would like that inserted

in there ..

MRo JIBSON~ I might say that the way it is written,

it is also to take care of those same direct flow rights; it

is just a question of whether we can arrive at it as easily and

accurately one way as another.. I think the proponents of put

ting in an exact flow at Borq.er have done so with the idea it

would be much simpler to administer.. The other way undoubtedly

would be more accurate if we can always tell right down to a

day or two when those rights down below are being cut 0

COMo CLYDE: You said that it would take 750 second

feet to satisfy the direct flow rights below Border?

Mao JIBSON: In the neighborhood of 700 or 750, which

ever way you look at it 0 Mr Iorns report set 750 ..

COMo CLYDE: If that be true, there is not more than

three or four years in the last period of record where they



would get any benefit at all from the right to store during

that summer periodo

MRo JIBSON~ That is assuming, of course, that they

take every drop of water available up to April 300

COMo CLYDE~ What that does by fixing a limit there is

to void any opportunity to take advantage of climatic condi

tions, such as a period of rain when the canals are not taking

their capacity because they don't want the water and it goes

on down and maybe pours over the dam at Cutler--I say "Maybe"00 0

Now, it would seem to me better if the Commissioner

would determine when regulation goes into effect and protect

all direct flow rights and stop storage when that time co.meSo

Of course, he has got to determine a criteria, which we are

attempting to fix here at 750--or some other figure; isn't that

correct?

MRo JIBSONg That is just a matter of if he is able

to determine thato

MIL IORNSg He can determine it in every year with the

stream flow recordso That is part of his job" to know when

the flow is below these critical points and they begin to cut

rights below Stewart Damo

You can very easily, near the 1st of May, have a

time when Border is below 750 or 700" or even 500, and they are

still filling all rights below Stewart Dam and water is passing

into Great Salt Lakeo Should we restrict storage upstream then?

COMo CLYDEg And it would restrict it if we put that
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limitation in of 7500

MHo PERSON ~ I think we have to keep in mind this

figure of 750 is an estimated figure, because my estimate is

quite a bit lower" I don't know if I was influenced or noto

MHo IORNS: I made daily distribution just the same

as the watermaster would have to keep track of the lower

part of the river and the river system; and when it got down

to these certain points and we started delivering storage water

past Cutler Dam for the rights to the canal at Cutler, or even

Last Chance, then the storage should stop upstream..

In the early part of the studies when I first began

the storage study, I tried to determine how much water you

could get out by storing the high water runoff above Stewart

Dam and yet, at the same time, not be violating any direct flow

rights. And the quantity of water I came out with, in years

of high runoff when they didn't need much storage, why they

could have stored a lot; but the years they needed storage, it

wasn't available because it dropped off too fasto

So I then went back and investigated the flows during

the wintertime and found there that by storing winter runoff
, '

in the upper basin betwe.~n October 30th and April 30th, why

we could accumulate a substantial amount of dependable storage,

which is what the upstream people need" They don't need a

lot of storage in a year in which they have a lot of runoff

and don't need storage watero

MR.o JIBSON: For clarification, I would like to ask
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a question; Supposing at any particular time after May lst--we

will just take a hyPOthetical figure--500 second-feet is being

diverted to storageo On the day the natural flow rights are

cut, regardless of the amount that is.~ut, is it your interpre-

tation that all of that diversion of storage would cease immed-

iately?

MRo IORNSg Just as fast as regualtion could go into

effect ..
.

Mao JIBSON: Would you stop all storage, or would

you stop just the amount of storage by which these rights were

cut? Supposing they are cut by 100 and 500 is going into storage;

you would just stop all storage at that time, would you?

Mao IORNS: If they accumulated anything past that

point, they would have to release it downstream and reduce

their storage to what it was that particular dateo

MR" PORTER: That would have to be worked out each

yearo

MRo JIBSON~ What I had in mind in asking 'that

«lue~ion was the possibility of one single canal along the

river somewhere not having sufficient water at its headgate to

satisfy its direct flow rights--not necessarily the canals at

Cutler, but some individual canal up the river, I am not sure

just which one I might be thinking ofo There is a possibility

of that occurring.. Now if some individual canal may not have

water at its headgate to fill all the natural flow rights,

that would automatically stop all storage as of that date,



even though the amount of water involved would be very minor?

~o PERSON~ That wouldn ~1;. be the way I would inter

pret ito You stop enough storage to satisfy the direct flow0

~o JIBSO§: That is the reason I asked the questiono

~o IORNS~ By that you mean you would only restrict

the amount going into storage to put enough water downstream

to fill the deficiency?

MRo JIBSON: That is the point, or if it is just a

blanket cut of all storageo

COMo CLYDE: This provision which says the right

"shall be subordinate" to existing flow rights is a mandate to

the Commissioner if the Compact were approved, to protect

existing rights; and he would have to know what they are and

he would have to operate the river so as to protect themo That

is the first mandateo The only benefit I could see from a.ny

figure being applied to the total flow at Border would be to

flag the time when regulation was approachingo

MRo MERRILLg That is valuable, isn't it?

COMo CLYDEg It has certain value in the mechanics

of operation, but whether the value there is equal to the dis

advantage of fixing that quantityo It destroys the flexibility

that the Commissioner has, because the minute it gets down to

that point, he has to stop storage even if htere are quantitie s

going over Cutler Dam into Great Salt Lake deadwatero And,

that is the thing I question, because the Commissioner, if he

is going to administer this water, must do it efficiently; he
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should not be forced by the Compact deliberately to discharge

water into the Lake ~ And that is what this does if you make

that figure too high--it would in some years~

I am just wondering if there is any other way of

doing it which would give the Commissioner a little flexibility

so that he can administer the river to satisy Section (1)

here, existing direct flow rightso If he does that, nobody can

complain 0 I don!t see how we can do it if you limit the time

that he closes his gates, because they mayor may not be short

of water down below when he has to do it 0

COMo COOPER~ That is correeto Then, may I ask another

question, Mro Chairman?

THE CHAIRMAN~ Mro Cooper 0

COMo COOPER~ You know that there is. a probability

that there is water going past Wheelon (Cutler) into the Lake

supplied from Cub River, Maple Creek, Little Bear River at

Logan, Cottonwood Creek below Cleveland, so that there is water

going to waste into the Lakeo But at the same time there may

be an insufficient amount of water passing Border to satisfy

the rights o~ the people immediately above Bear Lake and the

Last Chance Canal Company below thereo There have been times

when the snow cover in the hills varies, when it will rain a

considerable amount upstream and Where we will have a dearth

of moisture belowo

And that is the reason we would like that figure

inserted in there, so that it will guarantee during the irri-
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gation season provided there is water there--sometimes there

isn't--but provided there.;is water there in the river to take

care of the rights of the irrigators immediately above Bear

Lake and those immediately bel~o There is only a difference

of 50 feet, but that is important to us because we are accus-

tomed to handling the water very carefully0 Fifty feet of

water to our system means a very great deal, and I think it
'1'- ,

probably does to you boys too, doesn't it?

MRo NATE~ Yes, it does.

COMo COOPER: If you are privileged to store during

the time we are irrigating, it cuts into our supply and that

is the reason we would like that in there, gentlemeI10

MRo PERSON ~ Of course, ll'recI, I think you have

better protection the way we have got it under (1) than you

":ould under your 750, because conditions might changeo You

arrived at that 750 figure on the basis of one or two yearso

MRo JIBSON~ I think you will admit it is a shotgun

figure 0 You might say 750 and you might say 6000

MRo PERSON~ That is right, and somebody else might

come along and say 9000

COMo COOPER~ I think there is another place it says

810 0 We are willing to settle on 7500

MRo PERSON: But you will be completely protected

the way it is writteno That is the best protection you can get

and it gives us the chance, if there is a lot of rain and water

going to waste, we could store somethingo
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MRe> IORNS~ Fred, the 750 was based on the date that

they first started cutting rights below Stewart Damo In that

I made a study on the flow and distribution of water below

Stewart Dam, and determined the date on which rights were cut

at Last Chance canals and cut at Cutler Damo I also looked

into the dates on which the rights were cut down in the River

dale section~ but I found those were much later dates than when

the rights were cut at the other two placeso Taking that date

and looking into the flow that was occurring at Border, four

days earlier than the date at Cutler Dam or two days earlier

than the date that yours was cut, I found that if a figure of

750 second-feet was taken at Border that it would protect you

in all cases"

Now there are some cases in which you could have

still stored beyond the time it got to 750 and still not vio

lated your right or the Cutler Dam right, and that is the

reason I think that Clyde wants to go back to the original

definition on which I based that date, which is when the first

right was cut below Stewart Dam, and that is essentially what

the draft now sayso They have to stop storing when a violation

of a direct flow right goes into effecto

And so far as your canal is concerned as related to

Cutler Dam, I found in all the 25 years from 1924 to 1948

that the date of cutting at Cutler always preceded your dateo

Sometimes there was only a day or two difference, sometimes as

much as a week or two weeks! difference; but they were always



cut at Cutler Dam before it required your cuttingo

COMo COOPER~ I admit that the performance of that

river is-unpredictableo You set up a set of figures here and

then the next year they may not apply 0

MR.. roRNS ~ So I think the best thing to do is to

go back on the original definition in which you say they can

not store water above Stewart pam that would violate any direct

flow right below Stewart Damo You don't store in Bear Lake

when storage' in Bear Lake would violate a direct flow right 0

COMo CLYDE~ That means that the minute that any'one

canal's flow is cut, storage stops or is reduced until that is

taken care of ..
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that direct flow right ..

COMo CLYDE~

MRo PERSON~

MRo JIBSON~

MRo PERSON~ No Si is reduced enough to take care of

I say, or is reducedo

Oh, pardon me, I didn't hear.thato

As it is worded there, it says "subord-

inate"; it doesn't mean all storage shall be cut off?

MRoPERSON~ It means it will be cut down to satisfy

his rightso

COMo CLYDE~ Coming back to this table, Table 4 of

Report No o 25, from 1944 to 1948, there were only three years

when any benefits whatsoever would accrue from storage during

the irrigation season out of the entire record, only three

years they would have any benefit from storage during the

irrigation seasono One was 1933, and one was 1935, one was



1941.. The total benefits that they would have accrued ~ould

have been about 5;000 in 1933, nearly 4,000 in 1935, and 6,000

in 1941, out of the 24 year recordo That is the only difference

it would have made ..

MR.o JIBSON: That is true as it applies to storage

at Woodruff Narrows ..

COMo CLYDE~ That is right"

MR.o JIBSON: That might be qualified slightly if you

consider tributaries which may gain in more years than that by

being able to store after May 1st 0 That is true as it refers

to flow ~vailable at Woodruff Narrows; the above Woodruff

Narrows complete flow, Woodruff Narrows refrects everyi:.hing"

It doesn't reflect your West Side or Twin Creek, which might

benefit ..

COMo CLYDE: Don't you think on short years that the

tributaries will suffer first, because the tributaries have

lower elevation of producing area, the main stem has the high

producing area" Of course I realize' it depends on how it

goes ofto I think ~ experience would indicate that the con-
"

dition may be even worse on the tributaties than it is on the

main stem as far as picking up storage in those years when the

flow is 750 at Border"

MR." JIBSON: I am thinking of a reservoir which fills

in every year except 1954, where if they went to a strict May

1st deadline, it would only fill in threE! years out of fiveo

That may be a unique situation on that_ ~rticular reservoir
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because it is on a small tributaryo

COMo COOPER~ During the discussion, I haven't been

convinced yet that this 750 second-foot limitation in there

would be particularly dangerous or harmful to the upstream

storage peopleo It simply indicates a protection to rights

that have been in existence a lGng time and doesn't handicap

materially the storing upstream, except probably in just a few

years 0 You couldn't expect us to be willing to pel~t storage

upstream and let our rights go unprotected.. There is only a

difference of 50 second-feet there ..

COMo CLYDE: I want to make nwself clear on that

point, Fred, that I certainly wouldn!t favor or expect any

storage upstream at any time that any canal below had to cut

its flow--anytime--I wouldn't care when it was. As a matter

of fact, the only thing that limitation does is take away from

the Commissioner any flexibility he has to operate the river

in those two or three years when it would be effective; it

does take away that.. Now whether that is justification for

inserting it, I don't know; but I do stand on the first premise,

that those direct flow rights must be protected in ever,y caseo

COMo COOPER~ I admi.re you for that ..

COMo CLYDE~ You :p.aye got to rely on the Commissioner

to do it; and I think if he doesn't, he is not carr,ying out

the intent of the Compacto

COMo COOPER: If we were dealing with you all the

time, I wouldn't question it; but in the future we may be
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dealing with someone else0

COMo CLYDE: I still think most people are reasonable"

COM" COOPER: I agree with that" But, for administra

tive PUrposes, I still think it should be insertedtJlere"

COl>1o CLYDE: I think some of the greatest mistakes

that have been made on compacts--and there have been some made-

~as.. been in tying their hands so they can!t operate the river

and take advantage of the changes in both requirement and occur

rence of precipitation and occurence of water supply"

Now, as I pointed out, I think the difference is small

in terms of total" acre-feet--it is very small. The big advan

tage would be if the Conunissioner wanted a flag which tells

him when to shut the gateso If he could say, " I shut them when

ever that flow gets to 750", that is-easy for him to administero

But, I do not think it is eonduciveto the most effi

cient use of the river, because the minute he shuts that down,

the total amount of water that is being put in storage will

probably never exactly equal the total shortage in the canals

below0 If you are storing--as somebody pointed out--500 second

feet, the minute the first c~nal drops below a hundred feet,

we have to cut the 500 and turn it down the river to satisfy

the 100 second-feet" The Conunissioner has no preference; he

can!t do otherwise.

MRo PERSON: Furthermore, I think as written, (1)

is better protection to the loWer basin than any figure you

could put in there"



COM CLYDE: If I were in the lower basin, I would

say that of all things, that must be in thereo

MR.o PERSON: I would rather have that than the 7500

COMo CLYDEg As between the two there is no choice"

This has to be there regardless of the limitation, I think,

if you have full protectiono

COMo COOPER~ You mean, to read as it is, "to Exist

ing direct fl.ow rights"?

COMo CLYDE: I favor that, they are protected by the

CoDDnissioner. I think it would fully protect the rightso If

we had same way of setting up a flexible dial here we could

turn--but I don't know how we can do it practically unless we

give the Commissioner jihe right to so operate that stream that

he satisfies all the direct flow rights before he permits any

storage" That means that even if a canal had to drop 10 second

feet, he would have to signal the reservoir to turn 10 second

feet down to make up that differenceo

COMo COOPERg I wonder if Mro Skeen could help us

in clarifying this; would you do that, Mro Skeen?

MRo SKEENg I will be glad to work on it, yeso I

think I know what you have in mindo

MRo MERRILL: The art of drafting helps a lot, I

think"

COMo COOPER: "oooooprovided, however, that during the

period between April 30th and September 30th of any such year,

no water shall be stored above Stewatt Dam under the right
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herein granted when the natural flow of Bear River at Border

gaging station is less than 750 second-feet; such additional

storage rights shall be subordinate (1) to existing direct flow

rights, and (2) to existing storage rights above Stewart Dam

but, it shall not be subordinate to any right to store water

in Bear Lake or elsewhere below Stewart Dam.. "

Mao MERRILLg That takes care of both of themo

COMo CLYDEg If I understand it--I may be a little

confused--but, as I understand it~ that is the very statement

you madeQ

COMo COOPERg With Bome addedQ

COMo CLYDE: But the crux of it is that whenever the

flow at Border gets to 750 second-feet, there shall be no more

storage?
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COMo COOPERg

Mao MERRILL:

That is righto

It also goes on that the additional

storage right shall be subordinate to the direct flow rights~

Mao PERSONg You had botho You have what is already

in here, you had that plus another protection of 750 the way

you have it writteno

COMo CLYDE: Do you have the draft of that, Mro Skeen?

MRo SKEENg I have a draft containing the exact

language that was read there, containing both the restriction

on the floW, or the indication of the flow when storage should

stop, and also the provision making additional storage subordi

nate to existing direct flow rightso
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. That was a draft I prepared in a preliminary way

and my thought was that it would be a very good guide in ad

ministering the river. I have been advised that when the river

starts falling at Border, it :ralls very rapidlyo And based

on the engineering information I got, I don't think there is

much difference between 700 or 750, either way, if you use

that as a handy guide in administering the rivero

COMo CLYDE~ Mrs Chairman, we are right back where

we were when we began this discussion, and may I throw in

another thought--it may not be worth anything--but I hate to

tie the Commissioner's hands as we are tying them in this caseo

Could we write a proviso here following the language submitted,

that no storage shall be permitted upstream after the flow at

Border gets below 750 second-feet, "unless in the opinion of

the Commissioner such storage will in no way affect the exist

ing rights below that point"?

In other words, let us give the Commissioner a chance

to use this water efficiently if there is any possibilityo

What it does is flag it, you seeo Under the normal run of

things, the storage stops at 750; but if conditions are such

that he has got to discharge a thousand second-feet downstream

to sat.i~fy a 50 second-foot deficiency, he should have a right

to satisfY that deficiency and still permit a portion to go

into storage 0

Mao SKEEN~

COMo CLYDE~

He should have that right, undoubted~o

If we could write that in, would that



satisfy it?

MRo SKEEN: How would this be: .... o."provided, how

ever, that during the period between April 30th and September

30th, of any such Tear, no water shall be stored above Stewart

Dam under the right herein granted when the effect of such

storage is to reduce the flow of Bear River at Border gaging

station below 750 second-feet"" That would provide the flex

ibility thereo

COMo CLYDE: It only provides flexibility down to

750 second-feet, but doesn't provide it belowo

MRo SKEEN: Nothing below, that is right"

COMo CLYDE: By:m.v point is, there may be occasions-

according to this record--there may be times when the first

canal below Stewart Dam is short 50 second-feet when they are

actually putting in storage at Woodruff Narrows 500 second

feet. If this provision is there and that flow reaches 750

second-feet, at that moment, when it is 50 second-feet short,

the Commissioner has no choice; he has to cut the 500 second

feet and pass it down the rivero

MRo SKEEN: He doesn't in the language I just reado

COMo CLYDE: He does after he gets below 7500

COM COOPER: Noo Read it again"

MRo SKEEN: This in effect would afford adequate pro

tection on that matter of releasing more storage than really

necessary, I think this would take care of that; but I don't

know about below 750. I will read it againo It is just a
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thought I had just now~ "ooooprovided, however, that during the

period between April 30th and September 30th of any such year,

no water shall be stored above Stewart Dam under the right

herein granted when the effect of such storage is to reduce the

flow of Bear River at Border gaging station below 750 second

feeto"

In other words, if you had to let 20 second-feet

out of storage to firm that up to 750, you could do it here

without shutting off all storage above Stewart Damo But, it

doesn't provide the flexibility below 750, I recognize thato

If you need flexibility below 750, we will have to work out

something elseo If it happened to rain, as someone said, and

they didn't need the water down there, it would nevertheless

requ1re 750 to go down~

COMo BISHOP~ Mr~ Chairman, it seems to me we can't

write it into the Compact to tell the Commissioner how to regu

late the river to comply with the terms of the Compact iil order

of priority and all, it seems to me we are just messing it up

by writing in any 750 or 700 or any other figureo

It seems to me that whoever is regulating the river

has got to use his own judgment to bring about the regulation

in order of the priorities as established by the Compacto It

is rnlf understanding that is the way the wording here intended

it. If it doesn't, I don't believe we can do it by entering

an arbitrary figure in there that is liable to interfere with

the order of priority of regulation oh the stream~ The storage
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in those reservoirs, as I understa..hd it, has got to be in

order of priority also; I don't see any other way yOu are going

to do it. The first reservoirs that are built under this

enlarged storage upstream certai~ have the first priority,

and the whole thing has got to be handled in order of priority..

COM COOPERg I would be willing to agree to the

proposal that Mro Skeen just madeo

COM" CLYDEg I can't see that is any different from

the one you reado Is there any great difference there?

COM" COOPER: It gives the Commissioner the flexi

bility there in regulating in case there is an excessive amount

of water downstreamo

COM" CLYDE: Until he gets to 750 and then he has

to turn it all loose.

COMo COOPERg No, ~he hasn't got to turn it all loose"

All he has to do is to regulate it so it ~intains it at that

point. You don't have to turn it all loose in the proposal

that was made there 0

Mao IORNS: Mro Cooper, if you have the two condi

tions there--the 750 at Border or violation of existing rights

on downstream--you are writing something into the Compact th~

may conflict. When Border drops below 750, you may be able to

continue sa;rage upstream without violating any downstream

rights" Also, you can have cases within a few days' time-

they would be separated by a few days-when the rights below

Border would be cut and Border would still be above 7500
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So, I would very much suggest that you write into

this Compact, not two phrases that will conflict, but one

phrase, the basic phrase on which the regulation is predicated,

and that 750 was predicated on the time when existing rights

downstream would be violated.

But it isn't true in all the years. I have pointed

out in the discussion of that report, there were three years

out of the 24 it didn't fito I sa.id it would be "rarely'.... Tio

lated. There happened to be three years out of the 24 in which

downstream rights were cut prior to the time BOrder dropped

below 750. So if you write both 750 in there and existing

rights, you are writing two conflicting phrases into your

Compact.

MR... MERRILL: How could the watermaster determine

that, to stop the storage of water above if a ws.ter right, say,

down in lower Utah wasn't being filled?

MRo rORNS: You are bringing in a question there

that is practically impossible to answer, because in a stream

the length of Bear River you have a considerable time intervalo

Mao MERRILL: That is exactly the troUble ..

Mao lORNS: However, I think you are familiar enough

with priority right regulation on a stream, that you regulate

on the date. In other words, the rights on a stream. from one

end to the other are cut on the same date" Yau don't start

upstream. and start whittling down until you come 1;.0 the end of

the stream in priority regulation.. . When the 1890 rights are
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cut in the stream, they are cut on the stream from one end to

the other; you don't cut them up here and ten days later down

here.

MRo MERRILL: I know that, but the point is, on

your theory it seems to me that it would be necessary for the

watermaster to find that all of the rights of the same date of

priority are affected.

MR.o IORNS: I think that by having the flow records

of the canals and the inflow into Bear Lake and the flow at

Stewart and so forth, he would have that information. '

MR.. MERRILL: Some of them might not be affected by

the taking of the water upst:ream.

MR. IORNS: On the basis of the information that was

collected on those streams 20 years ago, I was able to deter

mine it for this report, at least within as close as I could

correlate it. And if he has the data, he knows what is hap

pening on the river system, he knows what is going to happen.

In fact, when he is familiar with his river system, he will

know five or ten days before, what is going to happen"

MR. MERRILL: Assuming he is omnipotent. I think

that is where our trouble is.

MR. IORNS: If you don't hire a man that can meet

those requirements, go find another one I would say.

MR. MERRILL: That is where our trouble will be.

MR. IORNS: I think that what you write into this

Compact is what the CoIImlissioner is going to have to abide by,
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and it is what the members of the Conunission, the continuing

organization, will see that he abides byo

MRo 10 Bo JOHNSON: There is a question I would like

to ask Mro Cooper if I may: Does this 750 feet afford a full

water right below Stewart Dam? That is, when there are 750

feet passing Stewart Dam, does that mean a fUll use of water

on the whole system?

COMo COOPER: Oh no, it doesn't.

MRo 1. Bo JOHNSON: That has been worrying me here

for the last half hour.

COM. COOPER: That doesn't afford it, no. That

simply takes care of the water rights immediately above the

Lake and below Bear Lakeo But it doesn't provide a full water

right; no, indeed it doesn'to It doesn't take care of the

Gentile Valley irrigation, the Budge, the Johnson, the

Thatcher irrigation; there are a number of irrigation rights

that the 750 doesn't provide foro

MRo 10 Bo JOHNSON: I would like to ask again:

There is no obligation except on storage? That is, there is

no obligation on direct flow use above Stewart Dam, it is just

on storage, is that right? This 750 feet, that precludes

storage, but there is no guarantee other than that?

COMo COOPER: That partially takes care of the

irrigation and that is all, the 7500 And we are taking a

chance on the pickup between the Bear Lake and Soda point to

take care of the balance of it. But just as a partial protec-
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tion, that is all we are asking foro

COMo BISHOP: That gives you the actual use of around

1,500, 1,800 cfs in your return flow and reuse of your watero

COMo COOPER~ You mean below there? We don't realize

a return flow below Bear Lakeo

COMo BISHOP~ Somebody gets to use it; it is cer

tainly there"

COMo COOPER~ Very littleo During your irrigation

season sometimes we get some flow from Nounan Valley, but we

don't get an appreciable return flowo (Conferso) It is just

7/l2ths of a full right; the total rights is 1,217 and we are

asking for 7500

COMo CLYDE: Mro Cooper, are there any times when

the flow at Border would be, say, 900 second-feet when all of

your rights wouldn't be satisfied down below?

COMo COOPER~ That depends largely upon the weather

conditions--

COMo CLYDE~ That is what I realizeo

COMo COOPER~ --upon the weather conditions entirelyo

There are times when we have a fast runoff, we go right from

winter into summer, in other words t and the water runs off

there rapidly0 Then that might bring about a condition, we

would have too much for a short time, and then we would have

too little"

COMo CLYDE: And that limitation of 750 second-feet

in that case may be harmful to YOUo In other words, if you
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rested on the existing direct flow rights, if you found your

self in that position, even if there was 900 second-feet and

it was all required to satisfy your direct flow rights, they

couldn't store~

COMo COOPERg What we wanted was, existing direct

flow rights, and we wanted this 750 in addition to thato Set

the limit at 750 in addition to existing direct flow rights-

we feel that that would protect uSo

MIL Lo Bo JOHNSONg Mro Chairman, I would like to

interrupt again if I could~ Don't we elsewhere in the Compact

talk about a figure of 1,250 where regulation will begin? I

think we people up the river would like it understood that

there is no obligation on this 750 feet except to cease stor

age 0 We make no guarantees of any water down there except

that we won't store watero

Mao PERSONg That is righto I think that is all Fred

is talking about 0

COMo COOPER g Sure 0

COMo CLYDE ~ I wish we could find some kind of

language 0

(General discussiono)

THE CHAIRMANg We will recess for ten minuteso

(2g35 pomo Recesso)

(3:3 0 pomo Meeting reconvenedo)

THE CHAIRMANg Mro Clyde and Mro Cooper, have you

reached any agreements?
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COMo COOPER: We have done a lot of talkingo It

seems we are getting closer together on the amountso The diffi

culty now is agreeing on the language in Article V, Section Bo

I would suggest--I don't know how Mro Clyde and the WYoming

people feel-- but I think w,~ should give the Legal CoIlDll.ittee

the chance to analyze this paragraph and come up with some

language in t.M:morrrl.:mg that may clarify the situationo I

admit that I am just confused at the present time as to whether

or not this is the language that should be in hereo The amounts

I believe we can agree on, both as to the present capacity of

upstream storage and the additional upstream storage~

THE CHAIRWJJ: And the Thomas Fork storage?

COMo COOPER: Yes., I don't think we are far enough

apart there that we need to quibble any farthero But this
".

other thing, I am just not straight on it, to be honest with

you a I am confusedo

THE CHAIRMAN: Are you talking about Bo (1)1

COMo COOPER: I am talking about B of Article Vo

THE CHAI~N: Yes,Y but the whole paragraph B or

parts of ito

COMo COOPER: Well, in this, " such additional storage

rights shall be subordinate (1) to existing direct flow rights,

and (2) to said existing storage rights above Stewart Dam,

but it shall not be subordinate to any right to store water in

Bear Lake or elsewhere below Stewart Damo" I am confused as
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Border or leave it as it i50 I can't decide on ito

COMo BISHOP~ Fred, it just seems to me that that is

liable to prevent doing the very thing that you set out, that

you just reqd; it seems to me that it could very well accom

plish thato And if this doesn!t accomplish what you want it

to do--which to me it seems it does~~why let's ~ix it so it

doeso

COMo COOPER~ That is what I would like doneo But

there is a difference of opinion, difference in statementso

Mr" Larson has a statement there that I am quite favorable tOg

but I am ju~t not sure of IIWself 0

COMo CLlDE~ Mro Chairman, may we ask you to read

that and explain what that means?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yeso First of all, when I heard Mr"

Clyde and MrQ Coepell discussing this" what each was thinking

or as a protection to upstream users and downstream ~sers, I

thought of the provision in the contract between the United

States and the Weber River Project for the building of Echo

Reservoir" In that project it is intended that Echo Reservoir

be filled and surplus water be diverted to the Provo River for

the Provo River Projecto

So there is a very simple statement in there that

says that the Weber River Project shall fill Echo Reservoir

once up to 74,000 acre~feet as against the right to divert

up to 1,000 second-feet over to the Provo Rivero Which means.
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that in one year if they only needed 40,000 acre-feet to fill

Echo Reservoir, then only 40,000 would be prior to diversions

to the Provoo

So I just wrote this out for an idea that I thought

might answer both of your questions, going back to Bo (1) that

"such additional storage right shall be s1,l.Dordinate (1) to

existing direct flow rights, provided that water shall not be

stored in upstream reservoirs"--that is the 35,000 acre-feet--

"above Stewart Dam when the river flow is below 700 " or

750; whichever you decided on--"second-feet at Border as against

demands of existing direct flow-rights as may be nade known

to the Commission or Commissionero"

What was meant by that, supposing they were storing

water in upstream reservoirs and the flow at Border was only

600 second-feet, and somebody down below, some right, said,

"Hay, here, -we need 20 second-feet more for beneficial use under

our righto We are short 20 second-feeto" That demand then is

made known and then the Commissioner would say, "Okay, turn

down 620 second-f~eto" Maybe in a few days somebody says, "We

need a hundred second-feet more than we have goto" Then he

would keep on turning down until he gets up to 700 or 750,

whatever figure you pick, against the right to store upstreamo

That would meap, if you had a wet period of a couple

of weeks, maybe 500 or 600 at Border would satisfy everybody

and there would be nobody hurt; then they would store upstreamo

If somebody demanded the water, okay, it is turned downo That
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was wna,t that is intended to mean and I think it says that 0

COMo CLYDE~ I didn!t get that interpretationo I am

glad to know that is what it means 0

THE CHAIRMAN: I think the word "against" threw youo

COMo CLYDE: Does that mean that the flow at 750 and

below will be required to go downstream so long as it is

needed to satisfy downstream users?

THE CHAIRMAN~ It means that the lower users, when

they make their demands known, when the flow is less than 700

or 750 at Border, and any existing rights need water -- by making

it known, that would require that it come down until they got

up to this figure of 700 or 750, whatever you use, and then

of course you stopo That I thought would meet your objection
(

for storage in wet cycles, and it would meet Mro Cooper!s point

that whenever those rights need it, they could require it to

come down to 750 second....f'eet, whatever you made it ..

COMo CLYDE~ I would go for that interpretation but

I would point this out: There may be some years when that

would penalize the lower users, because that would permit the

upstream to store any time it was more than 750 second-feet.

THE CHAIRMAN~ That was all he was asking for; that

is why I did it that wayo If that isn't right, that is up to

them..

COMo CLYDE: The thing works both wayso There may be

years when 750 second-feet wonWt satisfy the downstream rightso

THE CHAIRMAN: I was taking Cooper at what he saido
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He said 7500

COMo CLYDE~ It does work both ways, that is the

reason I am fearful of limiting it by putting any figure in ito

With your interpretation, I say I could go for that without

any trouble because that does the very thing we want, except it

puts a ceiling on'ito It permits the Commissioner to divide

the water up at any time it gets below 7500 He is the fellow:

that says how much he will let go downo

THE CHAIRMAN~ I did this on the assumption that the

750 did ito If it doesn't do it, that is something else.

MRo IORNS~ That would work out, whenever it was

above 750 they could store even though there was somebody short

downstreamo

COMo CLYDE~ That is righto

COMo COOPER~ That is the pointo I accepted Mro

Clydets explanation at face valueo That is the reason I am

confused 0

THE CHAIRMANg You don't know whether you are right

in being willing to stop at 750?

COMo COOPER~ That is righto I can't decide on this

thing until it is given a little further thought and studyo

That is the point with meo I feel that we should think this

thing over a little bit farther, and we can give an answer in

the momingo And I would want more legal advice in connection

with it, gentlemen, before I decided definitely on ito

THE CHAIRMAN g If you think you could reach an agree-
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.. ,ment on the figures in Article V, how does the Connnission wish

to proceed from this time on? Do you want to adjourn and meet

with your attorneys, or do you want them to meet, or do you

want to discuss it further?

MRo PERSON~ Have we agreed on the figures?

COMo CLYDE~ We haven!t made any motion, but I think

it is pretty well agreed upono

THE CHAI.RMAN~ There was a motion that wasn!t seconded,

and I believe one by Mr~ Cooper a

COMo CLYDE~ That was a proposalo You know \We agreed

by common consent that it be a proposal rather t~an a motiono

I believe we could settle that question and get it behind us,

and in order to see if we can do that~

I move that Article V0 Bread: t1 In addition to
~

presently existing storage rights above Stewart Dam, approxi-

nating 1.4,000 aCI-e"';feet in the aggregate in Utah and Wyoming,

there is hereby granted the right to store above Stewart Dam

for consumptive use 0 0 0
t1

THE CHAIRMAN ~ You mean "store annual:I;Y"?

COMo CLYDE: It 0 0 0 0 the right to store above Stewart

Dam~ "-----Yes, I will say "annuallyffo

THE CHAIRMAN: A few days ago some of you mentioned

that the word "annually" should be in there 0

COMo COOPERg That is righto

COHo BISHOP: What is the matter with" any water

year"?

"
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COMo COOPER:
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THE CHAIRMANg Excuse meo I see you have" in any

water year"o I withdraw my statemento

COMo CLYDE g" 0 0 .. annually above Stewart Dam for

consumptive use 35,500 acre-feet, and no more;"--and then I

will stop there because the rest of this we will have to take

up later--and add the words, "35,500 acre-feet in Utah and

Wyoming and no more:1" 0 0 ~

Now, gentlemen, that 'summarizes this wayg It gives

us a total of 49,500 acre-feet of storage upstream from Stewart

Dam exclusive of the thousand acre-feet for Thomas Fork, the exist

ing storage to be that in Utah and Wyoming and the additional

storage to be that for Utah and Wyoming in the amount of

35,500 acre-feeto

COMo BISHOP'g George, I will go along with you on

that if you will agree to take .that 500 acre-feet you are reduc

ing it off the equitable share of Utah in dividing the water

between Utah and Wyomingo

COMo CLYDE~ You want to take my anununition away

from me before I get a chance to shoot it?

THE CliAIRMAN g Is there a second to Mr 0 Clyde's

motion?

COMo COOPERg I think that we should include in there

the thousand acre-feet of additional storage to Idaho on

Thomas Forko

And make that 51,500 total?

That would make it 50,500 totalo
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COMo CLYDE~ I mean, 50,5000

COMo COOPER~ If you will include that in your motion

I will second the motiono

COMo CLYDE~ Fred, I have no objection to including

it but it will foul up the language down below here if we

continue this division between Utah and wyoming, because it

will be in the totalo I wonder if there is some way we could

specify it without taking it into the total that will have to

be divided sometime between Utah and WYOming~

COMo COOPER~ I want it in the record that Idaho

will get a thousand acre-feet for Thomas Forko This will have

to be rewritten anyway; and I want that understanding, that it

be 50,500 total with Thomas Fork included for 1,000 acre-feetG

COMo CLYDEg Can the Drafting Committee 00 that?

MRo SKEEN~ Yes, I have made notes of it and I th:i.nk

I can work out the language of ito

COMo CLYDE ~ There is one other point ~ Would you

like to write that 324 acre-feet of existing storage into it
I

also so you can have here the existing storage in the three

states? You see, there is no reference to the 324 acre-feet

of existing storage in Idaho; that probably should be in there~

MRo SKEEN ~ 'fhat would greatly simplify the drafting

if we could put all three states back in both figures and then

make an appropriate division at the endo

COMo BISHOP~ To accomplish that, that would figure
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out to 36,500 instead of 35,5000

COMo CLYDE~ If we added the Idaho storageo

MRo SKEEN~ Yes, that is right

(General discussion)

COMo CLYDE ~ What is next?

THE CHAIRMAN ~ You made a motion and Mro Coopel" and

Mr" Bishop put some "ifs" on it, and I wonder if you have

those "ifs" cleared up?

MRo PERSON~ I thought Mro Cooper seconded Mro Clyde's

, mbt ion 0

COMo COOPER~ I seconded the motiono

THE CHAIRMAN ~ Mr 0 Clyde, did you amend your motion

to meet the "ils"? He said, if you put a thousand acre-feet

in for Idaho on Thomas Forko

COMo CLYDE~ I understood if that was put in it

would be added to it and the language worked out by the Draft=

ing Co~ttee, and we were also going to put the 324 in so we

would have a complete picture of the existing storage and a

complete picture of the additional storageo

THE CHAIRMAN~ You have heard the motiono

COMo CLYDE~ It is understood the Drafting Conunittee

will prepare the languagee We are voting on the principle and

the language will be worked out accordinglyo

COMo BISHOP~ Before I would vote on this motion I

would want to take this matter up with our Commissioner from

Cokeville, who is now a Senatoro To start with he said he
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wouldn!t go below 40,000~ Finally I got him to agree on 36,000,

and he said that was absolutely the limito So I don!t feel

free to go below 36,000 without calling him and getting his

consent--if it is possibleo I doubt very much if I can get it,

to tell 'you the very truth about ito Those fellows are the ones

that are going to be regulated up there on Smiths Forko They

just won!t like ito

MRo PERSON: Dro Bishop, if they put tQ,is to a vote,

you wouldn't vote against it, would you, or just withhold your

vote?

COMo BISHOPg I wouldn't vote on ito

THE CHAIRMANg What is your pleasure, Mro Clyde?

MRo KULPg Not even tentatively?

THE CHAIRMAN g Shall I put this to a vote in view of

Mro Bishop's remark?

COMo CLYDEg I fully appreciate the position Mro

Bishop is in and I don!t want to crowd the issueo If we vote

under those conditi.ons, it is to be presumed that the mover

and the second will both vote "Aye" '" and there will be no third

vote 0 Now, if that is the .fact, I donWt see what we will gain

by putting it to a voteo So, I suggest, Mro Chairman, that we

table this motion until morning and we proceed with other

matters pertaining to the Compacto

THE CHAIRMANg The Chair will accept that suggestion

theno Then with the matters that are left to the Legal Com

mittee, can you take up the next part of Article V~ Bo, relat-
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COMo CLYDE~ That is Vo Bo ?

THE CHAIRMAN~ Yeso

COMo CLYDE~ I suggest we give that no further con

sideration until we satisfy this question of total quantityo

That leaves nothing to discuss until that is fixed 0
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THE CHAIRMAN ~

COMo CLYDE:

All righto

We could take up Item V"Co I think; it

is separate and apart from it, and there has been some question

relative to it" For example, what do you mean by "dcmestic

purposes"? Does that include industrial water and municipal

water?

THE CHAIRMAN~ Mro Skeen thinks that ought to be

defined 0 Usually, in a city when you use water for domestic

purposes, it includes miscellaneous .industrial uses; but

probably here it should be definedo If there is no objection

from the other two Commissioners, we could go ahead and discuss

C" Go ahead, Mro Clyde--if you had industrial uses, you are

mindful of the fact that it may open it up to large amountso

COMo CLYDE~ You see, that is serio~so

COMo BISHOPg That 20 acre-feet limitation pretty

near blocks using it for industrial use to any extento

COMo COOPER~ This word "unrestricted", I don!t like

that.

MIL, PERSON ~ The purpose of that paragraph purely

and simply was to protect ranchers and farmers and people with
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stock watering reservoirso It was not a municipal use because

actualLy, if someone is going to use it for domestic purposes

in Wyoming, they would have to condemn an irrigation right; we

"have no excess rightso This wasn't intended for municipal; it

was stock watering~

COMo CLYDEz If we could do that, define "domestic"

so it would limit it to thato

MRo IORNSz Could you say, "stock watering and farm

domestic purposes"?

:'~HE CHAIRMANz The limitation of 20 acre-feet, the

way I read this, is onLy on storage and is not on direct flow

for those two purposes.

COMo CLYDEz That is right"

. COMo COOPERz If you had an accumulation of 2() acre-

foot reservoirs, reservoirs containing 20 acre-feet, you can

take in a considerable amount of water, "unrestricted" gives

you that privilegeo In your report here, there isn't any place

where you have now a stock water reservoir that contains 20

acre-feet, they are all lesso I think 11 acre<=feet on Sheep

Creek is the largesto If you have a number of those reser-

voirs, they can run into quite a lot of water; and I think

that this "unrestricted" should be taken out of thereo I

think that is vague in its meaning, I think it is dangerous tooo

f;IRo SKEEN: Mro Chairman, I think that the provision

as worded ought to be absolutely clear on the question as to

whether this stock water is to be counted in that 36,500 or
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whether it is not to be countedo I think it is indefinite as

it is now writteno That word "unrestricted" is subject to

a lot of interpretationso

I think the Commission should first decide whether

the stock watering reservoirs should be counted or not counted

within the additional storage allocation; and when you arrive

at that, I think the language can be greatly improved in that

sectiono

COMo BISHOP ~ It never has been counted in any compact

or in any court decree that I know ofo In the North Platte

decree it is unlimited use of water for stock and domestic useG

MRo KULP~ I would say it was a lousy deqree thenG

MIL JIBSON~ I might say something in connection

with those stock watering reservoirso There are literally

hundreds of them in the upper basino Most~ if not all, are under

20 acre-feeto But I believe the purpose for putting it in was

to definitely exclude them because it would be an almostimpos

sible problem of administration if you tried to include themo

The SGCOSO and other agencies have gone in principally on dry

washes that fill with rainfall and sudden storms, and impounded

in the large desert areas up the~e, and I would say there are

literally hundreds of them existingo

We investigated most of those which could possibly

have been used for irrigation to definitely eliminate them

from an irrigation category, but there are probably hundreds

we didn't investigateo And for the most part, they are all
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thunder storms, and have very little effect I would say on the

flow reaching the river 0

MRo MERRILL~ Why not leave it out entirely?

MRo JIBSON~ Because you say up in Section Bo to

store "for consumptive use", and actually, the stock watering

reservoirs are consumptive useo SOy if you leave this Section

Co out, then you have automatically included them in Section Bo

COMo BISHOP~ Mr" Chairman, in the Hiber case in

Wyoming, our Supreme Court deci.ded that a landowner could
L

build all the stock reservoirs he needed in his own land, of

any size he wants, even against the right of a prior appropri-

ator downstream to 'store water for irrigation who has a permito

The Court decided they didn~t even have to comply with the law

in regard to getting a permito So I don!t think there is much

use of our trying to overrule the Supreme Courto

MIto KULP~ That is what we are writing this Compact

for, because we dontt believe the Supreme Court, would do it

right 0

COMo BISHOPg It is all right with me to tell the

Supreme Court 0

COMo CLYDEg Mro Chairman, I would like to move a

substitution for Article V, Section Co, to read as follows~

"Nothing in this Article shall limit a reasonable use of water

for domestic purposes", such use to be subject to existing rights

and state lawso 0 0 " and then define "domestic purposes" to mean
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for human consumption and stock wateringo

COMo BISHOP~ You want to say, " domestic and stock

watering"?

COMo CLYDEg I was going to include stock watering

in the definition of domestico

COMo BISHOP~ It ought to be in there; it ought to

be "domestic and stock watering purposes" to make it consistent

with the way our law readso

COMo CLYDE~ I had it written that way first, and then

I was advised to take it out and include stock watering in the

definition; but either way it will be all right ~- "a reasonable

use of water for stock and domestic purposes", and then define

ito

Mao SKEEN~

COMo CLYDE~

Without any acre-foot provision?

That is right, let that be covered by

"reasonable use"o

Mao SKEEN~ But now, will tha't be counted or not

counted?

COMo CLYDE ~ I think it would not be counted as

storage 0

MRo SKEEN ~ If it is to be counted it would just be

a statement of existing law in the three states anywaY9

wouldn't it?

COMo CLYDE~ You mean, counted in the upstream stor-

age?

Mao SKEEN~ Yes, I donWt th:ink it would add anything
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COMo CLYDE~

MRo MERRILL~

MRo PERSON~

I don!t think it would add a thingo

Why not leave it out?

I think there should be a statement
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that a stock watering reservoir is not included in the above

allocation; otherwise--

COMo BISHOP~ Oh yeso

MRo PERSON: --if we donlit, it will come back, I

promise you that, when we get to the Legislatureo It has

happened beforeo

MRo SKEEN: I worked out a revision on C~ to cover

what I thought it meant, and I will be glad to read it for what

it is worth~ "Stock watering reservoirs having a capacity of

20 acre-feet or less shall not be included in the conputation

of existing or additional storage rights above Stewart Dam as

provided in Section Bo of this Articlea" That makes it clear

that they are not included and I think that is all that has

to be accomplished by the Compact provisions because we have

the existing laws in each state permitting the development of

stock watering reservoirsa

COMo BISHOP~ This you are suggesting would be in

addition to what we have here?

MRo SKEEN~ That would be in lieu of what we have

here a

MRo PERSONg I think it would be all right if you add

another sentence, "There is no intention in this Compact to
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COMo COOPER~ I think this is all right as it iso

So do youo

COMo BISHOP: I argued it long and loud to try to

get it out of one of the others~ at1d I was overruled on it;

and I almost got sold it is necessaryo For instance, we have

a few that have filed in the Belle Fo~che watershed for up to

200 acre-feet for stocko

MRo MERRII.J..~ They must have some big animalso

COMo BISHOP ~ They claimed it doesn!t rain very often

and they have to have holdovero Of course we allowed it, but

the Compact limits it to 20, so anything over the 20 is charged

to the allocationo That is the way it workso It doesn!t say

that in the Compact but that is the way we administer it 0 But

I can see where there are liable to be applications for large

reservoirs for stock watering purposeso

COMv CLYDE~ Mro Chairman, just day before yesterday-

Saturday, I guess it was, or Friday=~there came to my office

two men who were looking for an industrial water supply, and

'they wanted a firm flow of 75 second-feeto

THE CHAIRMAN~ Apparently they hadn!t been in this

country beforeo

COMo CLYDE~ Under the ordinary definition of

"domestic purposes" they could C',ome in here and wouldn!t be

restrictedo

MRo SKEEN; I don!t think the word "domestic" should
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expressiono

COMo CLYDE~ I think you are righto

MRo MERRILL~ That would be an industrial use, not

domestic 0

COMo CLYDE~ I say, many of the definitions of

"domestic use" include industrialo In the Upper Colorado River
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Compact, industrial uses are included in domestico So, there is

the necessity for defining it so it will mean what we want it

to mean in this Compact

COMo COOPERg Mro Chairman, I see nothing wrong with

the suggestion of Mro Skeen; but I do object to this "unrestric-

ted" use as it is included in Article V, Section C of the

Compacto I am willing to cOncede this statement of Mr" Skeeno
,-

COMo ~HQpg We say up here it is unrestricted,

and down here we restrict it to 20 acre=feet, maybe that is

not consistento

COMo COOPERg That is righto

COMo BISHOP~ I donWt know that "unrestricted" is

so important 0

MRo PERSON g Why doesn!t Ed read it again?
I

MRo MERRILL~ That word "unrestricted", wasn!t it

decided by the Legal Committee that it should be eliminated?

MRo SKEENg We discussed it and we decided it should

be because it was inconsistent with rest of the sectiono

Mao MERRILLg That is righto



MRo SKEENg To read this againg nStock watering

reservoirs having a capacity of 20 acre-feet or less shall not

be included in the computation of existing or additional

storage rights above Stewart Dam as provided in Section Bo of

this Articleo"

THE CHAIRMAN~ Can you agree on the general sense of

the provision and let the Legal Committee work out the

language?

COMo CLYDEg I take it from that the~, that there is

no interest in the direct diversions for stock or domestic pur

poses?

MRo SKEENg No--of course, they would still be sub

ject to existing rights under the law of each sta.te 0 We don't

have to write that in every time we mention it~
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COMo CLYDE~

MRo PERSONg

I would buy thatQ

Ed, doesn't that leave the stock water-

ing situation compl.etely unsettled?

MRo SKEENg Noo It just simply provides that any

impoundments of 20 acre-feet or less shall not count in this

allocation of 36,000 acre-feet of storageo

Mm.. PERSON g Ye s ,and there would be nothing to keep

Idaho from coming up and getting an injunction to keep us

from building a stock watering reservoir under the Compact thene

MRo SKEENg It would permit the construction of

stock watering reservoirs only in accordance with state law;

and of course if it interferes with direct flow rights, they



would be entitled to come up and stop you$

Mao PERSON~ Then we are writing a Compact that doesn't

quite settle the river, which we intended to doo

MRo SKEENg I think the law of the river would still

be that vested rights shall have first priority as against

future developments; and you can~t certainly under any law go

in and build stock watering reservoirs that may impair exist

ing direct flow rights. I think that is the law anywayo And

if we want to write it in here, why we will have to use better

language than we had in Co Maybe we had bettero

MRo PERSON~ Couldn~t it be a combination of what

Dean Clyde suggested and yours? That is, the intention of the

Compact is not to limit the reasonable use for stock watering

purposes $

MRo JIBSONg Under your definition, Mro Skeen, if

they built a stock watering reservoir for 50 acre~feet--which

is very possible~-wouldyou interpret that then, it had to

come off their storage allowance?

MRo SKEEN~ Certainly, anything over 20 acre-feet

would come offo

MRo JIBSONg But there would be noth,ing against them

building it?

Mao SKEENg Nothing against them building it except

the basic law, except they can't build it if the effect would

be to impair existing direct flow Or storage rightso I think

any new stock watering development has to be subject to the
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basic law~ It certainly does in the State of Utaho

COMo BISHOPg The Supreme Court says if that is the

law, it is bad~

Mao MERRILL~ A Supreme Court changes its mind quite

frequently~

COMo BISHOPg I hope sOo

Mao PERSONg Certainly it is not the int;ention of

the Compact to limit people using water for stock, is it?

MRo SKEENg Oh, noo

MRo PERSONg And we all grant a man can build a

stock reservoir for two or three acre-feet.

COM BISHOPg But if it is 200 acre-feet, then it is

part of the allocationo

Mao PERSON~ Let us settle the river and not leave

it unsettledo

COMo COOPERg We contend 20 acre-feet is too much

for ordinary rancherso
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COMo BISHOP g

COMo COOPERg

The average is less than five 0

If we change this 20 acre-feet to

five or ten acre-feet, whatever you decide, it is all right,

but 20 acre~feet--

COMo BISHOP~ People have got in the habit of 200

MRo PERSONg We should give the stockmen the right

to build them with no danger of the law stopping them$ They

aren't going to build them on the river but in dr,y washeso

Let's give them unlimited useo
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MRo SKEEN~ That word "reasonable" is a breeder of

lawsuits 0 I think any stock watering development--I am sure in

Utah and I think in Idaho--would have to be subject to existing

rights.

COMo BISHOP~ Ours is subject to existing rights

but the courts have held it isn!t" But I am willing to put

it in~

Mro Chairman, I would like to suggest a rewording of

this Paragraph Co to read~ "Subject to existing rights, each

state shall have the use of water for domestic and stock

watering purposes, and subject to state law shall have the

right to impound water for such purposes in reservoirs having

capacities not to exceed in any case 20 acre-feet without

deduction from the allocation made by Paragraph Bo herein~rr

COM" COOPER ~

COMo BISHOP~

If you will set that at 10-acre-feet-

Listen, I know too well, these fellows--

we have written about seven of these compacts.and 20 acre-feet

is in the others; and the fellows in the Legislature and all,

they would just send somebody else to negotiate their compacts,

that's sureo

COMo COOPER~ What do you think about it?

MRo KULP~ If you use all the 20 acre~feet for stock

watering purposes, it would amount to something over six million

and a half gallons for the 20 acre-feet, or 365 days, to 17,874

gallons a day, or allowing 13 gallons per day per critter, it

would water 1,375 critters for a yearo



MR .. PERSON: Of course again, this is 20 acre-feet

of capacity; and I think anyone who has built stock watering

reservoirs out in these desert areas here know they have to

carry it overo

MR. KULP~ We know they wouldn't drink it alL

COMo BISHOP: This isn't going to increase the

capacity by increasing it up to 20; still the average is down

around 4i acre-feet. But some of them are 200 acre-feet 0

MR .. KULP: I think 20 acre-feet is a little too high

for not counting in the storage. If you have got 20 acre-feet,

you are going to try to use it for irrigation.

COM. BISHOP: I am afraid you fellows down in Idaho

that have SO much water don't know how dry it is in Upper

wyoming. It doesn't rain for months at a time and we have got

to have holdover water in our stock reservoirs.

COM. CLYDE: We have a limitation in Utah that limits

it to 20 acre-feet. I can see a lot of troubles if we cut it

down to ten.

MRo PERSON: In the Snake River didn't we have 20?

MRo KULP: We didn't have any. We even make the

Bureau of Land Management appropriate water for stock ponds

over an acre foot and a half.

MR. PERSON: I still wonder how we got the Snake

River through our legislatureo

MR. KULP: That part of wyoming has just as much water

as Idaho does.
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The record doesn't show that, Mark.

You don't have the Snake River Compact
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COMo BISHOPg

MR.o PERSON:

with you, do you?

MRo KU1P: No, I don'to

MRo SKEEN: Would you mind reading that last clause,

Clark, that you dictated on C. ?

COMo BISHOP: "0 ..... without deduction from the alloca-

tion made by Paragraph B. herein .. "

COMo CLYDE: Would you read that whole thing again

and see if we can get at something here, as you had it?

COM. BISHOP: "Subject to existing rights, each state

shall have the use of water for domestic and ~tock watering

purposes, and subject to state law shall have the right to

impound water for such purposes in reservoirs having capacities

not to exceed in any case 20 acre-feet without deduction from

the allocation made by Paragraph Bo hereino"

COMo CLYDE: Did you make that in the f'orm of' a

motion?

COMo BISHOP: I will if it is agreeable with you

gentlemen.

COMo CLYDE: I will second it. if you make it a motion ..

I second that motion.

COMo BISHOP g Fred, you want to remember I took out

that "unrestricted" at your suggestiono

COMo COOPER: That is perfectly all right but you

haven't limited the number of reservoirs.. If you build enough



of those it would still be dangerouso

MRo IORNSg Fred, they will go broke if they build

too many of themo And there are conditions in the Upper Bear

River Basin--over most of the area there are live streams

and wherever you have an area of live streams and springs and

so forth, no rancher is going to put a lot of money into con=

struction of these reservoirso Neither will the PoMoA o or the

government agencies that make the payment, okay the paYments

for construction of a lot of farm ponds in areas where they are

not needed. There are some areas in the Upper Bear River Basin

where I think possibly they are very closely approaching the

point of saturation now so far as the number of farm ponds or

stock watering reservoirs to be constrdctedo

I don't think this is an item of great water consump

tion whatsoevero I think the limitation here is quite reason

able 0 I don't think it is going to deplete your water supplies

to the point where it is going to cause any serious troubleo

COM CLYDEg The only time they are going to catch it

is after a raino

COMo COOPERg Let us table that until tomorrow morn-

MRo KULP: Yes. Vote on it tomorrow morningo

(General discussiono)

THE CHAIRMAN g May I ask the Cormnission members here,

is it all right if we let the newspapers have copies of the

drafts here, with the instruction of course it is just a draft,
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and this Article V hasnWt been agreed upon and is up for revi

sion?

COMo COOPER~ I think we had better withhold that

until we decide on the other questionso

COMo BISHOP 2 I agree with Fred on ito It is so

easy to misconstrue; and some of these other people that are

interested, they read it and they think it is probably different

than it iso MY suggestion would be that we withhold it and

not give out any more to the papers other than the fact that

we are still able to sit around the same tableo

COMo CLYDE g I would go farther than that; I would

say we are still making progress 0

THE CHAI.RMAN2 Have you found out whether you can

stay over, Mro Bishop?

(Discussiono)

THE CHAIRMAN g How do you want to proceed the rest

of the day here?

COMo BISHOP~ I suggest that we try to get as much

as we can done today, because I have got to go tomorrow sureo

I have an appointment with our new Governor~Elect; I can't

pass it up"

THE CHAIRMAN ~ Do you want to talk about the Bear

Lake reserve provision? That is ont thing you haven't settled

yet, I asswneo

MRo MERRIIJ. ~

COMo CLYDEg

I thought that was settled last timeo

I have a figure in my bookm
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THE CHAIRMAN ~ That is V0 A"

COMo CLYDE~ Mro Skeen, do you have a proposal written

up on that?

MRo SKEEN.~ I have a proposal for graduating the

reserve as the construction of upstream reservoirs progresses;

I did prepare thato

COMo CLYDE~ Do you have a proposal on the elevation

for the irrigation reserve?

MRo SKEEN~ Yeso Yes, I have just a preliminary

draft prepared based on some information I got from the engi-

neerso

COMo CLYDE~ Mro Chairman, I suggest that Mro Skeen

read that to us so that we can be thinking about ito

THE CHAIRMAN~ Will you read that, Mr$ Skeen?

MRo SKEEN~ "The waters of Bear Lake below elevation

n_,_----
COMo BISHOP ~ Where does that come in then?

MRo SKEEN~ That would be a substitute for Ao as we

have it writteno

THE CHAIRMAN ~ In Article V0

MRo SKEEN: "The waters of Bear Lake below elevation

____, Utah Power and Light Company datum ( the equivalent

of elevation mean sea level datum 1927 survey) shall

constitute a reserve for irrigationo The water of such reserve

shall not be released sole~ for the generation of power9

except in emergency, but after release for irrigation, it may
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be used in generating power if not inconsistent with its use

for irrigation. Any water in Bear Lake in excess of that con

stituting the irrigation reserve may be used solely for the

generation of power or for other beneficial useso As new reser

voir capactiy above the Stewart Dam is constructed to provide

additional storage pursuant to Section B of this Article, the

Commission shall make a finding in writing as to the quantity

of additional storage and shall thereupon make an order increas

ing the irrigation reserve in accordance with the following

table~"

And then there would be one column, ItAdditional

storage, Acre-feet", and under that, 5,000, 10,000, 15,000,

ZO,OOO; and opposite that, the elevation of the lake surface

which would increase the irrigation reserve accordinglyo

COMo COOPER~ Mr" Chairman, may I ask Mro Skeen a

question?

THE CHAIRMAN ~ Mr0 Cooper0

COMo COOPERg This statement that you made, was that

based on the computations tha.t were given us at the last meeting

by Mro Thomas?

MRo SKEENg Yes. Mr. Thomas furnished me with the

revised lake surface elevations and I can read them off to you~

For zero--that is without any additional storage above

Bear Lake--it would be 5912" 910 For 5,000 it would be 5913" 240

For 10,000, 5913,,560 For 15,000, 5913087" For 20,000, 5914~15o

For 25,000, 5914041 G For 30,000, 5914061" For 35,500, 5914.69"



MRo MERRILLg Mr .. Skeen, does that mean the elevation

shall be at those respective figures when there is stored the

quantity of water stated here?

MRo SKEEN: Well the way it is drafted now, it simply

increases the irrigation reserve as the upstream storage is

developed ..

MRo MERRILL: And the water stored?

MRo SKEEN~ The way it is worded now it just has,

"As new reservoir capacity"" 0 0 is constructed" above, why the

irrigation reserve is incveased.

MR~ MERRILL: Whether there is any storage or not?

MRo SKEEN: It would be presumed they wouldn't be

constructing empty re servoirs up there 0 This would increase

the irrigation reserve.. This gives a little more flexibility

than it would have if. you put a maximum figure in the draft we

have now. Ir! other words, the Power Company would not have to

maintain as high a reserve to start out with as we discussed

before. It wouldn't have to be up to 5914 .. 51 to begfh with

until the storage had developed above Bear Lakeo

MRo MERRILL: I don't notice anything in the proposed

Compact now that recognizes storage rights below WYoming ..

Shouldn't there be something, some paragraph somewhere, T~COg

nizing the rights of storage below? Now we have the rights in

Bear Lake; there are other storage rights below that have

been used for years, for instance, at Soda Springs, at Oneida,

and so forth.
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Mao SKEEN: If you get to recognizing and confirming

rights below., you will have to do th~ all, direct flow, storage,

c'ilJll.IL everything el~&;o

Mao MERRILL: Particularly with Bear Lake0 Now we

have considerable in here with reference to taking water from

Bear Lake, and we have suggestions that there are storage

rights in Bear Lake, but there is no definite statement to that

effecto Don't you t~ink there ought to be $omething definite

on that point, that we do recognize that there are storage

rights in Bear Lake pursuant to state laws and decrees--something

of that sort?
I

COMo CLYDE: Mr". Chairman, may I ask Mro Merrill c1

question on that?

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr 0 Clyde 0

COMo CLYD~: Would 10\1 consider this irrigation

reserve in the order of that recognition of a storage right?

MRo MERRILL~ It suggests that there is a storage

right, but my thought is this: There is no direct. statement

to that effect and I think there ought tQ beo

COMo CLYDE: When we rewrite Article V0 Bo, the

section we have tabled, I am wondering if we can"'t write that

in thereo

Mao MERRILL: I think it could beo

COMo CLYDE: There are places where this question

of subordination of storage comes in" and it might be we could

get some language in there in connection with irrigation reserveo

l
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Mao MERRILLg It may be, yeso But my point is there

ought to be somewhere here, a recognition of the fact that there

are storage rightso

COMo CLYDE~ That would give us a total irrigation

reserve of 820,000 acre-feet at full development, wouldn't it?

Mao SKEEN: I haven't the step~by-step figures on the

acre-foot capacity because I thought the lake surface eleva

tions would be the best guideo But Mro Thomas can answer that ..

MRo THOMAS: I will have to study that out for a

m..i.nute, Mro Clyde, to see whether that figure would be right

or not ..

Mao FORD F0 SCALLEY ~ It throws it down at that level

to 802,0000

MRo THOMAS g I think you could get the figure from

the transcript of the figures I gave you two weeks agoo

MRo SCALLEY: For 40,000, 5914072 elevation, which

would produce 802,1000

MRo MERRILLg That is the way I have ito

COMo CLYDE: Mro Chairman, may I ask Mro Skeen what

the elevation would be for 36,5000 That is the figure we will

have, the topso

Mao SKEEN~ That would be 59140700 Mr Thomas said

he would make the computation and be ready in a few minuteso

MRo THOMAS: Mro Chairman, I would like to ask Mro

Clyde a ques~ion~ This 820,pOO"acre~oot figure I think you

mentioned, that was for how much storage allowance? Was that
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for 35,500 or 34,500

COMo CLYDE: That is for the 30,0000

MRo THOMAS: I can give you that figureo

COMo CLYDE: That is on your Figure 33e

MRo THOMAS: I could give you the figure for 30,0000

That would be 795,100 acre-feet of irrigation reserveo I think

that is in the transcripto

COMo CLYDE: Where are you taking that from? I am

taking this from Figure 330

Mao THOMAS: That is the statement I gave Friday

afternoon two weeks agoo It is ,in the transcripto

COMo CLYDE: Then it is a revised statement?

MRo THOMAS: That is righto It is not in the original

report 0

COMo CLYDE: My question then is: In your revised

statement you reduced your safety factor on 30,000?

MRo THOMAS: Yeso

COMo CLYDE: Mro Chairman, may I ask Mro Thomas

another question: These calculations are based on actual

diversions in the Lower Basin?

MRo THOMAS: They are based on allowances for addi

tional storage above Stewart Damo

COMo CLYDE: But the depletion of the irrigation

reserve calculations were based on actual diversions over the

histor,y of record?

MRo THOMAS: Yes, they were based on the 6-year period
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in which the maximum net draft on Bear Lake occurred for irri~

gation below Bear Lakeo

COMo CLYDE: Has the acreage irrigated increased

materially since 1934-1935, that critical period?

Mao THOMAS: I am sure it hasn't"

Mao SCALLEY~ Very definitely it haso

Mao THOMAS: We have aerial photographs of ito

MRo SCALLEY ~ We have been selling the water our-

selveso We are well aware of what has been sold since those

years 0

MRo THOMAS~ I would have a different opinion on that,

Mr. Scalley..

COMo CLYDE: That poses a very pertinent questiona

I think we have gOt to get those acreageso

MRo ASHBY Do BOYLE~ Mro Clyde, the Sugar Company

has contractual commitments for water sold and we would not go

along on aerial photographso

COMo CLYDE~ I wouldn!t assume a person would buY

water, unless he used it, but does therecoDd show the acreage?

Ma.. BOYLE~ There may be water sold that isn't

actually usedo

COMo CLYDE~ How can y'ou sell an irrigation right if

you don!t use it?

MRo roYLE~

COMo CLYDE~

are storage or not"

This is a storage righto

But rights are based on use whether they

You can't take a right and hold it; you



have got to use it 0 How can you sell a right which is not

used?

MRo BOYLE~ We have been selling the rights for 50

years on the assumption that there was a storage right up thereo

COMo CLYDE~ You sold it on the assumption it was

going to be usedo

MRo SCALLEY: It has been usedo I don't know where

that factor is coming from, about it isn't being used~ It is

being usedo The demand for additional water is tremendouso

We are being asked constantly for water that we can't even

selL,
~

COMo CLYDE: That should be reflelCted in the irri-

gated acreage, shouldn't it?

MRo SCALLEYg It i80 That is what I just got through

saying0 Since these years he speaks of, there has been a

very substantial amount of new water rights soldo In other

words, the use he speaks of then is not in any way appropriate

with today!s useo

COMo CLYDEg When was the last census of acreage

irrigated made?

MRo SCALLEY~ We have a census every yearo We are

aware of the .acreage sold because they have to pay maintenance

on ito

COMo CLYDE~ I am not interested in the acreage sold:

I am interested in the physical acreage irrigatedo

MRo SCALLEY: I would say the acreage that is irrigated



is probably way beyond what has been sold; because while we

tr,y to limit irrigation to the acreage on which the water is

sold, it is ver,y often used on additional lando

COMo CLYDE ~ That ought to show up in an aerial

photograph, I would thinko That certainly could be measured

in the fieldo Maybe we ought to go out and measure that stuffo

MRo BOYLE~ Mro Clyde, we have a contract with the
/

Power Company to be drawn from a source which is decreed for

either industrial or irrigation use 0 Our company spent several

million dollars developing that reservoir" We assumed that

the Power Company has the right to contract for the sale of

that"

COMo CLYDE~ I am not arguing about thato

MRo OOYLE ~ Now as we have been able to negotiate

sales we have made themo

COM" CLYDE~ I am not arguing that point eithero

MRo BOYLEg I am not ei~e;r, but I am trying to

reflect what you will run into when the Legislature meetso

You will have all of Northern Utah astride your necks if you

tr,y to cut down their rightso

COMo CLYDE~ I am simply asking the simple question:

How many acres are irrigated?

MRo BOYLE~ You are taking a premise, something I

don't conceiveo

COMo CLYDE~ I am merely asking the question~ How

many acres are irrigated?
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MIL SCALIEY ~ Right today there is in the neighborc=

hood of 59 to 60 thousand acres that is being irrigated out

of that particular canal systemo

COMo CLYDE~ What was irrigated in 19341

MRo SCALLEY~ A substantially less amount than thato

COMo CLYDE~ 50,0001

MRo SCALLEY~ I would judge somewhat in there, but

I would have to check nw figures to know exactlyo But there

has been a substantial amount of new water sold because I

have sold water rights since I have been'thereo

COMo CLYDE~ I think we should have all that informa

tiono I am not taking any position; I am just asking the

question 0

MRo SCAIJ..EY ~ That is right 0 But we certainly feel

that any assumption that the water that was used in the period

of 1930 to 1936 would be any criteria for determining water

use today, is certainly not in keeping with the facto

MRoBOYLE~ We will not accept Mro Thomas! calcula~

tions as the basis; we will fight first"

COMo CLYDE~ It seems to me that is a measurable

quantity, and there certainly are some records somewhere, or

we could get them, as to those acreageso I don!t think it is

any secreto

MHo SCALLEY~ No, it is no secret" The thing we find

rather strapge in this report, on page 20 it speaks of the

safety factor and it said that 5,000 acre~feet annually is
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considered sufficient" It was not stated that that was con~

sidered to be a nice plush figure, it was just considered to

be sufficiento Now we find it awfully strange that i.t can be

reduced by 80 percent just on an overnight reconsiderationo

COMo CLYDE~ You mean the factor of safety was

reduced?

MR~ SCAll..EY~ That is righto

COMo CLYDE~ Don!t you think it is quite important

that we know the facts in the case before we make these deci-

sions?

MR.c SCALLEY ~ Most certainlyo

COMo CLYDE~ I donltt want you men to get the impres~

sion that I am trying to beat you down" I am after informa-

tion~ I want to know the acreageo

MRo mYLE ~ The water users and the Sugar Company

will not go along with a reserve which at maximum .is less

than 820,0000 I think they would go along with that figureo
.,

MRo J 0 La WEIDMANN~ I would like to ask you, Mr0

Thomasg The water consumed during those years was the basis

you used, per acre; and that is what you figured, that we

would use the same amount today?

MR.o THOMAS~ In our studies, Mro Weidmann, we set

up the river operation and the diversions in the canals divert-

ing at Cutler Dam, and in the studies divert out the same

quantitites of water that were .in the past as a matter of

recordo And in that critical 6-year period, the largest,
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maximum net draft on the Lake that ever occurred, was in that

6-year period, 1930 to 1935e That was the basis for those

figures, the water that you actually took in those yearse

MRo WEIDMANN: The point is however, Mr Thomas and

all of you, that we were watering with about half of the

scheduled streame Instead of having a water turn every week,

we had one every two weeks, and even then we didn't get half

a streame So I am like these Sugar Company men, that is not

a fair measure of what water we use, because that was over a

per-iod of time when we wer.e really out downe

MRo THOMAS: What the record shows, Mr. Weidmann, is

this: That on the average you have diverted 208,000 acre-feet

of water for irrigationo Now in one year in that critical

period you got down rather low, that is in 1935e As I remember

the figure was about 135,000 acre-feeto That is pretty close;

it may not be exacto

MRe WEIDMANN: We were low in 1934 too.

MRo THOMAS: However, in at least two of the other

years you were above the 208,000 average.

MRo Go O. ROSKELLEY: This is a 6-year average?

MRo rrHOMAS: No, this is a long periodo But at

least two years in this critical 6-year period, at least two,

they diverted more than the averageo But it is very true in

1935 they were lower, they dropped down, as I remember the

figure, to about 135,000 whereas the average was 208,0000

MRe WEIDMANN: I would like to ask--if you don't
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have the figures, don!t bother--how does that relate to the

cubic foot per acre?

MRo THOMAS: I don't know thato

MR." WEIDMANN: I could figure that out myself" But

I do want to leave this with you: That is not the kind of

irrigation we want to practice from here out, like we did

during that drouth period"

(General discussiono)

COMo CLYDE: Mr" Chairman, in order that we might

get on with this question, as I see it the difference which is

existent at the moment is some 19,100 acre-feet of irrigation

reserve, if my figures are correct; and that revolves around

this question that I put relative to the increase in irrigated

acreage which would not be reflected in the measured diversions

over the years" That is, the early years measured smaller diver-

sions than the current years because of the increased acreages

that are irrigated now"

I wonder if we could get from these engineers by

morning, at least a statement if not a stipulation, showing

what that effect would be. I don't know what it is, but I

think we ought to have sometlild.ng on it. It ties into this

factor of safety" The factor of safety was specifically set

in the original analysis; and then in the revision of that

analysis, it was felt as I understand it that the 5,000 acre'"'!"
"

feet per year for each of the six critical years was more than

we needed to protect us, and that seems to be the question
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right now~ We reduced it, you see, in the revised proposal;

and that reduction amounts to about 19,100 acre-feeto Mr~

Thomas, is that about right, the difference between the original

and the current?

MR. THOMAS: Yes, that is correct. Without any

safety factor, the reserve required to take the downstream

irrigators through the critical period was 676,000 acre-feet,

without any safety factor at alle

Now applying a safety factor, at one time the Engi

neering Committee had used as high as 12,000 acre-feet a year.

I thought that was too much when I made Report No. 29; but I

didn't have a chance to talk it over with the Engineering

Committee and with Mr. Thorum of the Power Company--there just

wasn!t time--and I hated to come down too far. I did come

down to 5,000; but even then I thought it could go lower than

that 0 I was perfectly honest in believing it could go lower.

I still do. I think it could go down to a thousand

acre-feet or so a year because of regulation below Bear Lake,

Soda, Oneida, and Cutler, with a combined capacity in excess

of 40,000 acre-feet~ I thought that would take up the slack

in any error in releases at Bear Lake, praGtically all errors.

So it would tend to eliminate the need for most of that safety

factoro

While originally I did sayan annual safety factor

of 5,000 in the report was sufficient, I could have said maybe

it was too mucho I didn't say that in the report; I said it



was sufficient. In the statement I gave at the meeting two

weeks ago, I also said I thought a thousand a year would be

sufficient, and I am still of that opinion.

MR. WEIDMANN: May I ask what it was based on?

MR. THOMAS: A thousand.

MR. WEIDMANN: Your opinion, what is it based on?

MR. THOMAS~ I thought I told you, Mr. Weidmann,

because of these reservoirs below the lake. I thought those

reservoirs with the regulation they provided, in excess of

40,000 acre-feet, would eliminate the need for nearly all of

that safety factor.

MR. WEIDMANN~. Where did you get your information?

Didn't you get that from the Power Company and Sugar Company?

They have daily records of diversions at Cutler Dam; and I

don't know how often the Sugar Company has them, but I am sure

the Power Company has them. Did you get your information from

the Power Company?

MR. THOMAS: We don't have to get them from the

Power Company. The ones you speak of are published in the

U.S.G.S. water supply papers.

MRo WEIDMANN: What does that indicate during the

last three or four or five years? You can take this last

period here if you are going to get something to fix a figure.

That is what we are going to need in reserye for the next

five years or ten.

MR. THOMAS: you can't use the last ten because they
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have been in general good water years; and if you used those

you would come up with very little. What you want to use is

the maximum draft on Bear Lake; that is what did you the

damage that made it necessary.

~o WEIDMANN: I grant that, but we still didn't get

the water we should have had. We were cut down to a water turn

in two weeks. You know they were pumping less than 500 feet

up there.

~. THOMAS: The point as I see it, Mr. Weidmann:

That is the water that you got in 1935. Now if the Compact

Conunission wants to give you more water than you got in 1935,

that would be perfectly all right. That would be up to the

Conunission, if that is the purpose, to give you more than you

have now.

~o WEIDMANN: We surely want more than we had in

1934 and 1935.

~Q THOMAS: T~ study was based on the premise you

would get the same water supply as in the past.

~o WEIDMANN: I am not sure that 53,000 acres was

right, but it was somewhere around that neighborhood then; now

it is about 60,000 as I remember the report between 59,000

and 60,0000

~o THOMASg I don't know where the 53,000 figure

came from, Mr. Weidmann; but our own aerial maps, as best I

can remember, they were checked in the field in 1937-1938,

one of those two years, and as I remember the irrigated acreage
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was about 60,000 acres in 1937, 19380 That is the way I

remember it.

Mao WEIDMANN: I don't know how you work your aerial

map, whether on that map it shows irrigation or not" I euppose

you check on the owners and then figure it?

Mao THOMAS: We have men in the field" We take

irrigated areas o If a field was irrigated, we mark it on the 1 A.
'I.,

map; if it isn't irrigated, we mark it accordinglyo That is

the way the survey was made. That is the reason I told Mro

Clyde I didn't believe there had been any substantial increase

since 19350 I don't know between 1935 and, say, 1937; but I

don't presume there was too much in that short timeo But

1937 or 1938, I don't think there has been any substan-

tial increaseo

Mao WEIDMANN ~ There has been a very big increase.

Mao THOMAS: I think there has probably been some,

but I wouldn't call it substantial mlfself.

COMo CLYDE g Does the Sugar Company make an irriga-

tion census every year?

MR.o SCALLEY: Sure. We are aware of every acre that

is irrigatedo We have to set up our scheduleso

COMo CLYDE: Do you suppose you could make that

record available to us?

Mao SCALLEY: I couldn't by morning, certainly.

MR." ROSKELLEY: What you are asking for is an irriga-

tion census over the 6 year period, and perhaps over a greater



period since that time?

COM CLYDEg The question now seems to hinge around

what is irrigatedo I don!t knowo I would like to knowo

MRo ROSKELLEY: If that information is given you,

then it satisfies your inquiry concerning the num.ber of acres

that are irrigated under the system?

COMo CLYDE: Yeso The proposal was made here, as

I understand from Mro Boyle and Mro Scalley, that there has

been a substantialincDease in acreage since this record was

started; and, therefore, it throws into error the conclusions

that were drawn on the, recorded measurements of diversions.

MRo ROSKELLEY: And in addition to the acreage, you

are interested in the diversions at the head of the canal

systems?

COMo CLYDE~ Yeso I would like to know if the

actual use as measured by the diversions have increased mater

ially since :1935 over the yearso I am sure those records are

available 0 And if the acreage has increased materially, say

10, 15 percent, it certainly would be reflected in increased

diversions at the headworks of those canals throughout the

irrigation seasone It seem~ to me those records ought to tell

us the story (0 All lam after is information to help us in

drawing conclusions hereo

MRo SCALLEY: The biggest expansion in irrigated

acreage, of course, has taken place since, you might say, the

war years, since these farmers started making some money to buy
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additional watero

COMo CLYDEg I would suspect that is righ~~

MRo SCALLEY: That is actually the case.

COMo CLYDE: If we had those figures and if we could

see what the trend had been and project them, then we would be

in a better position to say what the needed irrigation reserve

MRo SCALLEY: Probably we can get you the diversion

records by morningo Is there any particular advantage to hav

ing them on a monthly basis, or is an annual basis satisfactory?

COMo CLYDE: I think the annual basis will show us

the trend. That is all I am interested in, if we diverted

100,000 or 200,000 this year, and X hundred thousand in 1934.

MR" SCALLEY: I remember you mentioned a monthly

basis a little while ago, which would take quite a lot of worko

COMo CLYDE: I think the annual would be sufficient

to show the direction it is going.

MRo ROSKELLEY: May I ask, have you tabulated the

diversions in the Logan office?

MRo JIBSON: I am sure the Bureau of Reclamation have

them tabulated in the Bureau officeo Right offhand I think

all we have is our water supply papers on that. It wouldn't

take long to run it down in Salt Lake so that we can give you

the annual figures for the last 25 years or 30 years.

MRo THOMAS: Yeso

(General discussion.)



COMo CLYDEg Mro Chairman, I move that we recess

until in the morning at nine 0' clockQ

COMo COOPER: I will second the motiono

THE CHAIRMAN: It has been moved and seconded we

recess until nine o'clock in the morningo (Thereupon a vote

was taken and Com. Clyde's motion carried unanimouslyd 5

Senate Lounge
State Capitol ~

Salt Lak~ City, Utah
December 15, 1954
9:00 o'clock aom.

(The following figures were placed on the blackboard

by Mr. Thomasg)
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1924 - 23403 )
)

1925 - 18209 )
)

1926 - 22004 )
)

1927 - 21704 )
)

1928 - 22900 )

1925 - 1929 210.7 )
)

1926 - 1930 21807 )
)

1927 - 1931 218,,5 )
)

1928 - 1932 217,,5 )
)

1929 - 1933 217.0 )
)

1930 - 1934 ~ 216.6 )

Average

21608

Average



1931 - 1935 20703

1932 - 1936 203e5
'"

19.33 - 1937 20100

1934 ~ 193$ 19703

1935 - 1939 200,,6

1936 - 1940 200.1

1937- 1941 206e2

193$- 1942 205,,2

1939 - 1943 204.9

1940 - 1944 200.6

1941 - 1945 19601

1942 - 1946 201,,$

1943 - 1947 20304

1944 - 194$ 20305

1945 - 1949 20600

1946 -·'1950 20900

1947 - 1951 206e4

194$ - 1952 21104

1949 .. 1953 215,,$

OVER-ALL-AVERAGE 20903

1949 - 20$06

1950 - 204 ..3

1951 - 209 .. 2

1952 - 22707

1953 - 229 .. 3
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(General Discussion until Noon Recesso)

(1~30 pomo Meeting reconvenedo All Commissioners

present. )

THE CHAIRMAN~ For the record., Mr. Cooper this

morning withdrew his motion on the 750 second-f~et passing

Border. Mro Clyde with Mro Cooper's consent withdrew his

motion on the upstream storage existing, and the additional

storage 0 Mr. CIJde then suggested that we discuss Article V,

and without making any motion, the Commission discussed infor

mally the provisions of the revised draft of Article V, trying

to fill in the blanks before a motion is made.

(General discussion.)

THE CHAIRMAN ~ Now we are ready to go.. During the

noon hour, Utah and Wy6ming were going to try to divide the

water under that one figure. Did you reach an agreement?

COM. BISHOP~ No, sirQ

COM CLYDE: I will propose a 50-50 division.

COMo BISHOP g I can't justify a 50-50 diV'ision when

we have got way more "land that needs the water than you do,

and the figures show ito

COMo CLYDE~ I don't think the figures do show ito

(General discussiono)

THE CHAIRMAN~ Do you think you can get together,

Mr. Clyde and Mro Bishop, or should we go on to the next item?

COMo BISHOP ~ Well, we ought to try to get together

III
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on this if we cano I want to get clear on what George's

proposal is nowo

(General discussiono)

COMo BISHOP~ I don't want to talk to my people about

that small a figure, but I will give it considerationo

THE CHAIRMAN ~ What is the next item you would like

to discuss?

Mao MERRILL: I thought the next item was Mro Clyde's

suggestion relative to that below Stewart Damo

COMo COOPER~ The Legal Committee was to come in

with some languagee

Mao SKEENg We came in with some language" I will be

glad to read it With the appropriate blanks. After the words,

"Stewart Dam", in the seventh line following the table, the fol

lowing language is suggested: "But additional storage shall

not be limited in any water year because of existing storage

rights in Bear Lake except at times when the water surface

elevation of Bear Lake falls below 0 While the water

surface is below such elevation, the additional water stored

in any water year shall not exceed acre-feeto"

COMo CLYDE: We have got to put some figures in there,

haven't we?

MR.o PERSON: Would you read that again, Ed?

(General discussiono)

COMo CLYDE: I would like to ask Mro Thomas, how

IIDlch do you take out of Bear Lake each year on an average for



irrigation, 200,000?

MR.o THOMAS: It would be less than 200,000 averageo

I don!t have the figureo

COMo CLYDE ~ Just in round numbers"

MR.o THOMAS: I can get it out of the report here

if you will just wait a secondo

COMo CLYDE: This figure we have been talking about

would be three years then if you didn!t have any replenishmento

MRo THOMASg On the basis of 1924-54, 92,700 were

taken out for irrigation; that would be the figureo

COMo CLYDE: In one year?

MRo THOMAS: That is the averageo

COMo COOPER: What is your evaporation?

MR.o THOMAS: I donWt know exactly the evaporation

alone, but the storage losses were 54,4000

COMo CLYDE: That would be 150,000 acre-feet, total

10sseso

Mao SCAIJ.EY g What period is that?

MRo THOMASg That was 1924=540

COMo CLYDE: And that was 92,000?

Mao THOMAS: 92,7000

COMo CLYDE: Plus 54,5000 It would be about 150,000

total losso

MRo THOMAS~ Y011 donn have to consider that lost
'.

because that is automatical~ taken care of~ It hasn!t been

in the past; it is reflected in the record"
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COMo CLYDEg It would cancel o}lt in either case
_' i

because it would be on both sideso How mUch is the annual

replenishment?

MRo THOMASg By "replenishment" I presume you mean

the storable flow?

COMo CLYDEg That is right"

MRo THOMAS~ That for the same period is 273 i 800

acre-feet 0

COMo COOPERg What about the years 1934, 1935? Take

a dry cycle, for example; what is your replenishment then?

MRo THOMASg Starting with the year 1930, under

present conditions, the water supply storable--well, if you

refer to Report Noo 29 you can read them right offo

COMo COOPERg I don't have it with meo

MRo THOMAS: I will read from the table on page 16

of Report Noo 290 For 1930, under present conditions, the

water supply storable in Bear Lake would be 206,100 acre-feet--

19300 1931, 94,7000 1932, 279,8000 1933, 176,6000 1934,

27,8000 1935,89,8000

COMo COOPERg (Examining report) 1940, it is 36,1000

Those are the years we were looking at to set this protective

limit so there is a proposition of share-and-share-alikeo' We

don't feel that within these critical years, when we get to

this point, when we get down to this 5912,,91, that we should

be the only ones that the water is taken away fromo We feel

it should be a share proposition--not that we intend to cut
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you down below what is a reasonable amount--but we don't feel

that you should take all the water; and that is exactly what

would happen according to these figures, and you can see it as

well as we cano

COMo CLYDE g The point I was trying to bring out

there was that the record here shows for those five short

years the depletion is about 92,000 exclusive of your loss,

and that would cancel out--your recovery in 1930 would be

equal to it so it would come back upo But in 1934, it would-

n't nearly come back upo

COMo COOPERg Noo

COMo CLYDEg And in 1940 it wouldn't come back up,

and in 1941 it wouldn't come back _upo But I was trying to

get in nw mind a figure that would represent the nwnber of, gluch
"\'1"':

years we could have before we would deplete this thingo This

looks like it would take at least six years of those worst sit-

uations--it would take more than thato

The question I want to ask is thisg Would it be

better for both sides to go down to some point near depletion

with no limitation, and then cut off the storage completely

until you recover? You see, one way is to share going down

and share coming backo The other would be to go down and cut

off and not share coming backo Your recovery would be faster

to a small degree if there was no storage during the recovery

period0 I think in either event we would come out with about

the same answero We could share going down and share coming b84k;
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or we could go down without sharing and then cut off and come back

. ' Now the second would mean that there might be two or

three years when there would be no storage in the upper streams,

and that would be serious. I don't know whether it would be

advisable to work it that way, or.lether it would be better

to work it partial. I am throwing that out as something to

think about.

COM. COOPER: How would you work this thing?

COM. CLYDE: My original thinking, as I stated, was

to start down and share. As I say, I don't know. I have been

trying to reconcile my own mind all day, and I haven't come to

a solution. For example, supposing you put 30,000 acre-feet

in there; when you got down to 5912.91, that in effect would

cut off in round numbers 5,000 acre-feet a year, which would

reduce the upstream storage all years of record when the ele

vation of the Lake was below 5912.91. That is the effect of

it. Whenever the lake level is below 5912.91, the storage

allowance upstream would be 30,000 acre-feet.

COM. COOPER: You mean the total storage allowance?

COM. CLYDE: Not total, new--tlie new storage allow-

arlce.

COM. COOPER: I don't know whether 30,000 would take

care of it.

COM. CLIDE: I say, if we did use that figure.

COM. COOPER: It seems to me tllDa.t 25,000 would be a

better figure to use, Dr.,Clyde.
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COMo CLYDE: I used 30,000 there as a figure. I am

not sure I could go with you on 25,0000 Maybe 30,000 isn't

right. But in any event, that would be the effect whenever you

put a figure in that limits your storage allowance for all the

t:iJDe the Lake is below 5912.91.

COMo COOPER: And that is the way we feel about it.

COM. CLYDE: Do we have any information that would

indicate the number of years when the Lake would be down below

5912.91 under the controls we are proposing? Is there any

information on that?

MRo THOMAS: There can't be any information. You

can't go on the past record on a thing like that. That will

depend on the operation of the reserve and the future operation

of the Power Company, which will be different under this Compact

than it was in the past.

But I do wish to point out this; That use of the

reserve will not be an abnormal thing; it will be a normal

thing. In other words, it will be a customary thing that the

Lake level will be below the top limit of the reseA-et; and

that is going to happen normally, that will bia.;llorma,l situa

tion. That is the reason the reserve was set up, for use as

a protection; so it is to be expected the reserve will be used

for protection.

COMo CLYDE: Then we have only got a hundred thousand

;( acre:J'feet to play with, and you may knock that out every year;

you may have the .irrigation resern at- the end of every year



at 5912.91.

MRo THOMAS: That places a terrific handicap on

upstream storage; and as far as I can see it would be needle$s

because you still have the reserve to provide protection for

the downstream users.

COMo CLYDE: In other words, th~s could be operated

under that kind of an arrangement so we would never be able to

store 25,000, if that were the figure.

COMo COOPER: I will tell you the proposition here.

Your figures 'this morning indicated that the peeple in Boxelder

County are irrigation conscious. The people on Bear River that

~ti~i. ar~ all now conscious of the fact that it is unico

nomical and it is useless to not use wisdom in applying irriga

tion water. When I first came to our V~lley there was a ridic

ulous wastage of irrigation water, but they have discontinued

all of thato Now they take better care of it.

There isn't anybody tha~ is going to indiscriminately

waste water, but there should be some kind of a reasonable

figure set in here so that when it gets doWn to this critical

point, there sho~ld be a share-and-sha:re-alike so that the

people in Baxelder wouldn't have to practice strictest economy

and so that the people in our vicinity shouldn't have to Jir.ac

tice strictest. econoJIij" while the people above for whom this

new stOrage is created fill their reservoirs completely.

COMo CLYDE: Mr. Chairman, let us take a look at the

probable operation of this system, assuming, that Article V were
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approved 0 We have got 800,900 acre-feet as your ceilingo

There will be an effort to operate as close to that line as

possible, to take advantage of as much water above that for

power-making purposes as possibleo In any one season we will

draw out close to a hundred thousand acre-feet of water, and

that is going to put you right close to this z,ro point. It

is entirely possible th~n to operate within good, sound prac-

tices, and every year end up just a little bit *ow 5912091,

which would limit your capacity to whatever we fixed here. Now

that is possible and you would be operating with good practice

on the Lakeo

I don't think we can stand thato I think that would

in effect be the same as saying we can't store more than 25,000

acre-:eet upstream. I believe that would be the effect of it.
,~

MRo MERRILL: Wasn't this entire Blatter your proposal?

COMo CLYDE: Not quiteo My proposal was that we go

down; and as we go down, we increase and we don't start to

operate until we get down pretty well. That is the thing I

have been trying to reconcile, as to how we could write th~;

.
~ we could reasonably protect the upstream storage in a fair

amount and at the same time remove this question of subordina-

tion of storage to the upper userso

I think I have been consistent in saying that it is

a difficult thing to.;,Jo, and I don't know what the answer is.

But I tried to work our a sliding scale down, so as we went

down we would increase our decrease in storageo But if we
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look this thing over, if we stop at that point, we can limit

every year--I don't think there is any question at allo My

question is, I believe it would be consistent if we went all

the way down, or say, down within a hundred thousand acre~feet.

That gives us one full year before we start to ~u~. Then when

we recover, we step aside and help recovery take place before

we staz:t, storing upstreamo Of the two, I think that is the

lesser of the two evils.

COMo COOPER~ Let's see what you would recoJmD.end

then; when it got to this critical period, you shut the whole

thing off upstream? Wouldn't that work more of a hardship

than to start economy before it reached that critical area?

'.COMo CLYDE~ If we made this critical point the deple-.

tion of the reserve, then that would be true; if you made that

point the depletion, then we would cut off at that point and

store no more. That is going to work a hardship on the upstream

people.
I

COMo COOPER~ Where would you set this first figure

then? You want to set it at 5914?

COMo. CLYDE~ There would only be one figure, that

would be the depletion of the reserveo That would be the

bottom of the trougho In other words, we would use up the

reserve and then we would quit storing until the reserve was

recovered. That is a harsh remedy, I...admit. I am not recom-

mending it; I am talking it through to see if we can find a

solution. In that case we would share in the storage all the



way down; and when we got to the bottom, then we would say,

"We have got to ~plenish the prior storage before we can

start picking up storage upstream~1I
)

COMo COOPER: In m;y proposal, that is all we are

asking you to do, asking you to share in the storage all the

way downo When we get to 5912, you know as well as I do that

things are beginning to get criticalo'

COM~ CLYDE: The thing is, if we fixed it at 25,000

and we fixed the beginning point at 5912, I say every year

we can so operate this Lake, and be in good, sound practice,

and hit that 59120 That means we wouldn't store in any year

more than 25,000, anytimeo

COMo COOPER: What we are trying to do, we are

. setting it at 5914070, and what we are asking is for a general

reduction when it gets two feet below thereo

COMo CLYDE: You are asking for a reduction when it

gets there, aren't you?

COMo COOPER: No, when it gets to 5912Q Now we

set this level tentatively at 5914070, haven't we? Didn't we

agree on that?

COMo CLYDE: No, that is for full storage.

COMo COOPER: That is for full storage, that is

right.

(General discussiono)

THE CHAIRMAN: Let us recess fQr 15 minutes.

(2:58 porn. Recesso)
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(.3~17 p"m~ Meeting reconvenedo)

COMo CLYDE~ Mro Chairman, in this draft of Article

V, Paragraph C, change it to read~ "Subject to existing

rights, each State shall have the use of water for farm and

ranch domestic and stock watering purposes. .. ." I believe
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that covers it 0

I .. ,.

With those amendments, Mr. 'Cliairtftan,- I move

that Article V be approved ..

COMo BISHOP~ Mr. Chairman, before you go any further

on that, I ~ou1d like to suggest that at the end of the para

graph where it says, " Paragraph A herein", I just wonder if

that shouldn't read, " Paragraph A of Article V herein"?

MRo SKEENg Or II Paragraph A of this Articleo"

MRo MERRILL g " 0 ~ 0 of this Article. II

COMo CLrDE;~ With those amendments, I move that this

article be approved.

Mao MERRILLg Why is that line stricken out (indicat-

ing)?

COM. CLYDE~ My reason is I don't know WM1t to put

in thereo We can't reach any agreement on that particular

phase 0

COM" BISHOP~ You have got 50 percent for Utah but

you don't give Wyoming any.

COMo CLYDE~ That would be also 50 percent in the

second blank, the same as we put in the firsto My reason, Mr.

Merrill, is thisg That question has got to be reconciled

some way. Apparently we have no 'language to do it.. And I



thought we co'tlld at least get the rest of this stuff out of

the way and then we can take a shot at that separately. There

seems to be agreement in principle; but when we reduce it to

writing, defining it in such a way that it can be applied from

a practical standpoint and administered, it becomes more dif£i-

cult.

(General Discussion.)

COMo BISHOP~~ Are you through with your motion?
.1'" .

COM CLYDE~ Yes, I am through with the motho~.

COMo BISHOP~ I wiJ.l second the motion with due

apologizes to Dro Clyde and all the other experts.

COMo CLYDE~ Don't "Dro" me. I am just plain Clyde

to you.

COMo COOPER~ I think I have got this clear, but

we don't have anything in here defining the rights in Bear

Lake in B and I am wonderingo

COMo CLYDE ~. In D.

COMo COOPER~ Yes.

(General dissussion.. ).

COMo CLYDE~ Mro Chairman, may I withdraw that motion

and make it allover again, just for the record here.

THE CHAIRMAN ~ Mro Bishop seconded it.

COMo BISHOP~ I might change my mind, but go ahead.

THE CHAIRMAN~ All right, it is withdrawn.

COMo CLYDE~ I move that Article V reading as follows

be adopted:
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"Ao Existing storage rights in reservoirs heretofore

constructed above Stewart Dam are as follows:

Idaho

Utah
..

Wyoming

324 aere-feet (

11,850 acre-feet ~

2,150 acre-feet

In addition to such existing storage rights there are hereby

granted the right to stpre, in any water year, above Stewart
_/~;-~ () Ii. jO\ f~IIta.1
D~acre-feet of water and no more for use in Utah

and Wyoming, and the right to store in a reservoir in Idaho

or Wyoming on Thomas Fork, 1,000 acre-feet of water and no

more for use in Idahoo Such additional storage rights shall

be subordinate to and not be exercise~ when they will impair

or interfere with (1) existing direct flow rights, and (2)

said existing storage rights above Stewart Dam,' but it shall

not be subo~inate to ~ny right to store water in Bear Lake

or elsewhere below Stewart Dam 0 One-half of the said

35,500 acre-feet allocated to Utah and wyoming of additional

storage above Stewart Dam is hereby allocated to Utah, and

the remaining one-half thereof to Wyoming, but in order to

attain the most beneficial use of additional storage con-

sistent with the requirements of future water development

projects, the Commissioners of Utah and wyoming are hereby

authorized to modify by written agreement the allocations of

additional storageo

B. The waters or Be~r Lake below elevationQ

Utah Power and Light Company dat~ ( the equivalent of

ok I"
r;"i,/



elevation mean sea level datum. 1927 survey) shall

constitute a reserve for irrigationo The water of such

reserve shall not be released solely for the generation of

power, except in emergency, but after release for irrigation,

it may be used in generating power if not inconsistent with

its use for irrigationo Any water in Bear Lake in excess

of that constituting the irrigation reserve may be used

solely for the generation of power for other ,beneficial

useso As mew reservoir capacity above the Stewart Dam is

constructed to provide additional storage pursuant to Section

A of this Article, the Commission shall make a finding in

writing as to the quantity of additional storage and shall

thereupon make an order increasing the irrigation reser~l

in accordance with the following table~
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Additional storage
Acre-Feet

Lake Surface Elevation
UP&L Coo Datum

5,000 5913024

10,000 5913056

15,000 5913.87

20,000 5914Q15

25,000 5914..41

30,000 5914061

35,500 5914069

36,500 5914070

Co Subject to existing rights, each State shall have

the use of water for far.m and ranch domestic and stock

watering purposes, and subject to state law shall have the



right to impound water for such purposes in reservoirs hav-

ing storage capacities not in exc.~s, in a~ case, of 20

acre-feet, without deduction from the allocation made by

Paragraph A of this ArticleQ

Do The storage rights in Bear Lake are 1IIIaeb7 recog-

nized and confirmed subject only to the restrictions herein-

above recitedo"

I move the adoption of that Articleo

COMo COOPER~ Mro Chairman, I will second Mro Clyde's
•

moti.an•
• -,... ::: .•Y••

THE CHAIRMAN ~ Is there any discussion on the motion?

We will call for a vote by state~o Idaho?

COMo COOPER~ Aye 0

MRo MERRILL~ Just a minute--paroon mao My atten-

tion was just called by Mro Ioms to this wording on the first

page, " 0 0 oand the right to store in a reservoir in Idaho or

Wyoming on Thomas Fork, 1,000 acre-i'eet 0 0 It, the suggestion

being, "the right to store in reservoirs in Idaho or Wyoming",

because they ma~ not get it all in one reservoiro

COMo BISHGl' g Why say "reservoir"? Let them store

in tanks or however they want too

MRo MERRILL~ We have reservoirs elsewhere 0

COMo BISHOP ~ Whatever it is, it is all right 0

MRo MERRILL~ " 0 0 0 the right to store in Idaho or

Wyoming 0 • 0" We have got, "existing storage rights in reser-

voirs heretofore constructedo 0 0"
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THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any further discussion on

the motion? If not, we will call for a vote by states. Idaho

I believe has voted "Ayeo" Utah?

COM" CLYDEg Aye 0

THE CHAIRMAN: Wyoming?

COMo BISHOP: Ayeo

THE CHAIRMAN g That is a spot we have been trying

to reaeh for how many years?

MRo SKEEN: Perhaps we should make a note of the

time, 3:410

(General discussion)

THE CHAIRMAN g I think it is very fine you reached

an ag~eement on those points. At this point does the Commis-

sion wish a brief statement from the Legal Committee on the

revised draft of the Compact? Do you want some conunents from

Mr. Skeen on the draft, or is there some other item you would

like to take up? He has two or three points he thinks he

should call to the attention of the Commissiono

COMo CLYDE: I think we should hear Mro Skeen and

then we should start from the front and read this thing through,

I imagineo

THE CHAIRMANg Then if there are no objections, we

will have Mro Skeen give a brief report from the Legal Committee

and the points he had in mindo

Mao SKEEN: The Legal Committee held a meeting on

November 16th, 1954, and revised in some minor particulars the
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draft of Compact dated July 8th, 1954, and I won't go into all

the detail because time will not permit 0 But I would like to

call the at~ention of the Commission to certain matters which

I consider very important.

If you will turn to Article III of the draft of

Compact, page 7, the Legal Committee discussed at some length

the matter of what constitutes a quorum. of the Bear River Com

mission asset up in that Articleo At that meeting, as a

result of the discussion, some language was drafted which I

will read,. which would follow the words, fIst-ate law", at th'e

end of Section A: "Six commissioners, which shal.l include two

commiBsieners from each state, shall constitute a quorua, and

the vote of two-thirds of the commissioners when a quorum is

present shall be necessary for the action of the Commission."

COMo CLYDE: Mr .. Skeen, would you read that again?

And would that be a comma after "state law"?

Mao SKEEN: No, that would be a new sentence" (Mr ..

Skeen rereads language.)

The Legal Committee also made some changes in Article

III, particularly in Section D, which already appear in hand

writing in the copy of the draft of July 8th, marked ''Revised''

draft. I won't take the time to read them. They are for the

most part provisions simply for clarification"

MRo MERRILL: In Article II we added Section 30.

MRo SKEEN: Yes.

MR 0 MERRILL: And then there will be a change in the
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definition in Section 10, "Natural flow", or else--

MRo SKEEN: Or else a separate definition of the

expression, "direct flow rights"o

e.o CLYDE: What article are you talking about?

Mao MERRILL: Refering back to page 10" Article

II, that we will have to prepare a proper definition of the

expression, "direct flow rights", or amend the definition in

Section 10 of "Nat\lral flow"o I rather think that it wiill be

desirable to put in a new Oefinitiono

COMo CLYDE: And you want a definition of water year?

Mao MERRILL: We have got ito

COMo CLYDE: Did we define domestic use?

Mao MERRILL: We didn't need to define domestic ~

COMo CLYDE: "M:r'oChairman, coming back 1:.0 Article

III, is it still the opinion of the Commission that we should

have nine cemmissionere?

Mao MERRILL: Yes~ We fought that out for several

meetingse We had it six once, and then we battled and battledo

COMo BISHOP: You are never going to convince me you

need three, but I will go alongo

COMo CLYDE: If you have just one commissioner and

'give hiJn three votes, I guess it will be the same, won't. it?
l;

MRo MERRILL: I think it should be three eommission-

,rs under the circumstanoes. 'You know we fought a day on thato

COMo BISHOP: I reJllEtmPero We went around and around.

MRe MERRILL: Letrs stay with what we decided and
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not fight another dayo

Mao KULP: Mro Skeen, on page 2, defihition Moo 6,

~ddit.ional storagel1 , is that necessary now?

Mao SKEEN: I don't think itiso

Mao MERRILL: I don't eithero

Mao SKEEN~ In view of the change in wording in

Article V, I think No~ 6 should be eliminated.

NQW I won't take the time to explain all the reasons

for all these handwritten changes in this draft because it

would take too long. But I would like to have you tlilm to

page ll, under "Central Divisionl1 , Paragraph a, right at the

end of a, which reads: ''The remaining fifty-seven percent

shall be diverted for use in IdahoG I1 Mro Merrill suggests

that we add to that sentence the words, l1in the Central and

Lower Divisionso l1

MIlo MERRILL: The reason for that is, there is of

course SGmeTUnoff flow that necessarily would go down, and it

would supply lower rights; and otherwise, there may be some

confusion as to whether or not that 57 percent should be used

entirely in the Central Divisione And with the cllange I sug

gested, then it would be handled in accdtdtnce with state law,

of course, and it would avoid confusion.,

MRo KULP: Didn't we change that to I1divertiblel1 also?

MRo PERSON: It nsh~J.l be available for use in Idaho"-

I might say we are a long ways from satisfied with thi~ sectiono

When we start discussing it word by word, we have an ~ndmezl't.·
".f,,;,~~,•., ..
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to propose.. But it "shall be available for use in Idaho"

would take care of it ..

COM .. BISHOP: It won't take care of our objection ..

Mao PERSON: No, but it will satisfy his point; it

will be. available for use in Idaho ..

COMo COOPER: 'It "shall be diverted"--

MRo PERSON: It. 0 0 shall be available for use in Idaho .. "

That satisfies Mr. Merrill, but it doesn't satisfy our objection

to it~

COMo BISHOP: Mr .. Chairman, I have about three sug

gestions on page 3 that I would like to mentiono

MRo MERRILL: Is this agreeable, before we get away

from it, so the Legal Committee can--

Ma .. PERSON: (J'p.\vailable"'instead-bf "diverted".

NRo MERRILL: And add, "in Central and Lower Divi-

sions."

MRo PERSON: Noo

Why not?

"Available for use in Idaho"-let's

MRo MERRILL:

MRo PERSON:

stop there ..

MRo MERRILL: It is merely to clear up any confusion ..

MRo PERSON: We have an amendment to prepose "to that

section tha~ would be in complete conflict with that ..

MRo MERRILL: Is that the same amendment that has

been turned down three or four times?

MRo PERSON: Yes, siro
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MRo MERRILL: I don't know why we should. bGther with

Mao PERSON: If you are going to bother with t.he

Compact, we have to disf,luss it 0

COMo CLEE: I think we ought to start from toe

beginning and read the whole thing~

Mao SKEEN: I think we should discuss that. point last

menti.oned by Dean Person and see if we can come to some agre~·

ment with respect to the Central Divisiono As far as I know

that is the last thing to be considered except just a matter

of editing~

NRo PERSON: We also have some changes in tbe Upper

Division under direct flow rights. All these are minor ;changes.

NRo SKEEN: I think I have stated the substance of

any ~portant changes suggested by the Drafting Committee,

and'illS.ybe we had better start on the matters that. mi~t. be

controversial now.

C<»!O COOPER: Mro Skeen, have you overlooked. t.he

change on page 20?

MRo SKEEN: I hadn't t6'tten to thato I"'Would like to

have it if you will read it.. That came up since the meeting

~f the Drafting Committee.

COMo COOPER: Article IX ~ page 20: "The following

~ights to the use of Be~r ~iver ~ate~ ~xried in ~nterstate- ~

canals are recognized and confirmed. Name of Canal, Hilliard

East Fork; Date o~;friority, 1914; Primary Right, Second-F~et,



MR 0 MERRILL:

MRo SKEEN:

COMo COOPER:
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28.0: Lands Irrigated, 2,644, in Wyomingo Chapman. 0 Date of

Priority, 8-28-05; Primary Right, Second-Feet, 134.00*"--

And then agd: *Under the right as herein confi~ed, not to

exceed 134 second-feet may be carried across the ~yoming Utah

State line in the Chapman Canal at any time for filling the

Neponset Reservoir, for irrigation of land in Utah and for

other purposes. The storage right in Neponset Reservoir is

for 6,900 acre-feet."

We want added, '~nder the right as herein confirmed.o."

MRo SKEEN: That would be added just before the

statement?

Just before--'tNot."

Read the words again.

"Under the right es herein confirmed,

not to exceed 134 second-feet. 0 0 ."

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Clyde and Mr .. Bishop, you heard

the suggestion of Mr. Cooper to add those five words on page

20 right after the asterisk.. Do you have objection to that?

Can we settle that question?

COMo COOPER: I move that this change be adopted ..

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there a second to Mr .. Cooper's

motion on the addition of those five words?

COMo CLYDE: I have no objection to that, Mr. Chairman.

I will second the motion ..

THE CHAIRMAN: All right, it has been moved .and

seconded. Is there any discussion? I will call for a vote by
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4ta.tes Q Idaho?

COMo COOPER: Aye.

THE CHAIRMAN: utah?

COM 0 CLYDE: ..'Aye.

THE CHAIRMAN: Wyoming?

COM 0 BISHOP: Aye.

THE CHAIRMAN: Do you want to, take up the question

Mr. Person brought up next, or which item?

COM. BISHOP: I would like to go over these correc

tions suggested on page 3. It won't take but a minute. They

are little changes in the wording that I don't believe have

been brought up. If they have, we will soon llave it over with.

On the first line up at the top of the page, it says,

"'Natural flow' means all flows in. 0 ." I think it should read,

"all water flowing ineoo" In the line underneath that, I

would like to see it read, ". 0 0 water released ftbm storage or

imported from a source other •• 0 tI instead of "another source".

MR. MERRILL: Wasn't that "another" cut out by the

Drafting Committee?

MR. SKEEN: That was amended in the Drafting Com

mittee. It is one of tl1e numerous amendments.

COM. BISHOP: I had these down here. I have another

one here down in 12, in the second line, tI ••• Lincoln County,

Wyoming and flows in a general southwesterly direction. • ."-

southerly direction, that wQuldn't be right--". 0 • southwesterly

direction to its confluence with • 0 0 "



COMo COOPER: No. 121

COMo BISIDP: Yeso In !O!d~r to get it right in there,

it has to read something like that.

MRo'~IBsON: Mr. Skeen, I have those definitions re

worded, don't you?

MR 0 SKEEN: They have been reworded but I did not

prepare them in final form because I dodn't haTe those town

ship references you were going to supply.

MRo JIBSON: I have them for you. I thought we should

bring that out. We have added the words, "to its confluence

'with", to make it a little clearer, in answer to Mr. Bishop's

question.

COM. BISHOP: I want to call your attention to the

,iact that it is a little dangerous to put down townships,

ranges and sections. We wrote the subdivision that a certain

dam was to be built in in the Belle Fourche River Compact;

and when they made the final survey, it wasn't in that sub

division 0 It could make a lot of trouble. I think a general

statement is better than to try to tie it down to the legal

subdivision on matters like this.

COMo COOPER: Let's get that wording, Mr. Bishop?

COMo BISHOP: ". • • southwesterly direction to its

confluence with the Bear River near Cokeville, Wyoming;"

MRo JIBSON: Your statement on al14tiesedefinitions

where we have used the section, would suggest that we delete

the legal description on all the definitions; is that the
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meaning of it?

COM. BISHOP: I wouldn't want to tie them down to a

description.

MR. JIBSON: The criticism was offered. that we hadn't

tied them down close enough.

COM. BISHOP: I knpw..

MR. JIBSON: So I tried to tie them down a little

closer with some additional legal descriptions that we don't

hav~a.t t.he present time.

COMo BISHOP: I don't see any objection if you abso

lutely know you are correct, but you don't always know that.

MR. JIBSON: That is very possible, and especially

on the source of a stream. These streams are all intermittent

at the headwaters except those that have a definite spring; and

so I tried to tie those down to a township on the suggestion

of the Legal CoDDDittee, but I wasn't too happy about it. If

it is the consensus of opinion we don't need those things, that

would be fine.

THE CHAIRMAN: Does the CommilSsion want Mr. Jibson

to come back with a new description and tie it to new loca

tions, like you said Cokeville--"conflu~ncewith the Bear

River at Cokeville", you said in one in~tance.

COMo BISHOP: I think this is all the description

then need--the Bear Riyer at Cokeville.

MR. SKEEN: How would it be if you complete his

statement u all of them.
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COMo BISHOP: I have two or thre~ more I WQuld like

to mentioh because I do think they are importarit.

No. 13, in the second lip~ " ••• Lipcoln County,

Wyoming thd flows in a westerly dir~ction to" -- an~ then insert--
I

"its conftuence with Smiths Fork." That is a o.efinite enough

statemenh "its conflueI1ce with Smith$Fork." It would be all

right with ~e to delete that after Smiths Fork, delete the

rest of it.

In No" 14, "'Pine Creek' means a tributary of Smiths

Fork which "--and then I would insert--"tributary rises in

Lincoln County, Wyoming, emerging from its mountain canyon in

the Southwest Quarter, Section 34•••"

In No. 15, "'Bruner Creek and Pine Creek Springs'

means tributaries of Smiths Fork which tributaries rise •• ,,"--

insert "tributaries" after "which".

I imagine a lot of these you have got, like at the

bottom of page 4, you had "Six Principal Meridian".

MR 0 SKEEN: We made a number of minor changes,

inserting the word "of"--

COM" BISHOP: Anyway, I wanted to prove to you guys

I read it.

COM 0 CLYDE: A point of information: In :referr.:i,Dg

to a Principal Meridian, is it the Principal Meridian or the

Principal Base Meridian?

MR. DAVID P" MILLER: It is the Principal Meridian;

that is the way it is referred to up thereo
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MRo KULP: I think our correct designation is Boise

Base Meridian ..

COMo CLYDE: You can't describe a point unless you

have two coordinates; you have a base and a meridian.

MR .. MILLER: That is correct. But up in this country

the universal description is Principal Meridian.

COMo CLYDE: Is it consistent to add in each of

those, "in Wyoming", "in Idaho"? You see, you refer to the

Boise Meridian in Idaho ..

MR 0 MILLER: In each case the Sixth Principal Meri~.p

ian applies only to Wyoming, the Boise Meridian applies only

to Idaho, and the Salt Lake Meridian applies only to Utah in

that particular section.

COMo CLYDE: I know. You put it in some cases and

you left it out in some cases; to be consistent it should be

put in every one or left out in every one.

THE CHAIR!lAN: That should be caught by final editing.,

COMo CLYDE: Mr. Chairman, immediately following

Item 20, the Lannon Canal, there is another ditch that has been

found up "'there ~that I believe should be included in there,'

called the Lone Mountain Ditch. It is between the Lannon Canal

and West Hilliard Canal and it is not described here. I sug-

gest we insert:

'''Lone Mountain Ditch' means that irrigation canal

which diverts water from the right bank of Bear River in

Summit County, Utah, North 1,535 feet and East 1,120 feet
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from the West quarter corner of Section 19, Township 3

North, Range 10 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian and

runs in a northerly direction crossing the Utah-Wyoming

Line into the South half of Section 20, Township 12 North,

Range 119 West, Sixth Principal Meridian in Wyoming."

That is the description of the location of that Lone Mountain

Ditch.
,

MRo JIBSON: It is what we have i..c,lled Ed Massae

Ditch the past two years. We didn't know the name until we
,t".

got it from Mr. Bingham. through the state adjudication'reoords.

We called it the Ed Massae Ditch. It is in exactly the same

category as the other three canals diverting in Utah for exclu-

sive use in Wyoming.

MR" PERSON: And will be in our allocation.

COMo BISHOP: Does it have a right to divert in Utah?

MR" JIBSON: Apparently it will do after their adjud-

ication is complete.

(General Discussiono)

THE CHAIRMAN: Does anyone have an objection to that

being included?
"

MRo,JIBSON:" T~ere are several places in the Compact

in which it will have to be included.

MRo SKEEN: In addition to a definition?

MR" JIBSON: Yes.
. .<~.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is ~he.re any objection to that being

included?
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COMo COOPER: No objection.

COMo CLYDE: Mr. Chairman, I might add that that same

thing might be added wherever the Hilliard West Side and the

Lannon Canals are referred te, because it is in that group of

canals.

THE CHAIRMAN: There is no objection to including it.

MRo PERsdN: But it was included in figuring the per-

centage.

THE CHAIRMAN: Are you ready to go'to Article IV?

May I bring up one question at this time. The press

naturally will be interested in the motion that was passed here

with reference to what is in Article V. Is it the wish of the

Commission that be given out to the public at this time, or

wait until you arrive at a draft of Compact?

MRo PERSON:' It should not be given, out. We will be

shot anyway when we get home. If you give that out we won't

even dare go home.

THE CHAIRMAN: It was a tentative approval.

COMo COOPER: We are opposed to giving it eut too.

There may something happen that this Comp~ct may not be approved

yet. I feel that we should ke~J it out of the press.

THE CHAIRMAN: Apparently that is the unanimous

opinion 0 Most of the figures are already in the press. May

I ask again--the press points out that some of these figures

I are already out--is there objection to using the figures? Of

course they are apparently already out, the 35,500 and others.
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COM. COOPER: If they are already out, what are we

going to do about that?

THE CHAIRMAN: Those figures have been in the paper

practical~~'.''every time.
~/'

COM. BISHOP: As far as Wyoming is concerned, they

are only tentative.

COM 0 CLYDE: I think we have been talking about these

figures, and of course I would hate to see anything get in the

press to the effect that we have reached a final agreement on

this, that is the thing I am concerned about. I think we are

approaching agreement; I think we will get it. I would hate

to see a report go out that it is all signed, sealed and

delivered 0 We are still considering; we are approaching an

agreement. I don't think we should go beyond that.

COMo COOPER: I don't think we should. I think we

have gone far enough. If they have those figures out, that is

as far as we should go, with the understanding that it is ten-

tative too.

THE (iJHAIRMAN: (Turning to member of press) That

is just part of the Compact, you know.

(General discussion.)

COM 0 CLYDE: I ~hink the -p~~cipa1 figure is .35,500;

:it has been bandied back and f~rth and. it is ~ the minds 'of
\

everyone. That is a tentative figure.
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THE CHAIRMAN ~ And the thousand acre-feet on Thomas

Fork, and the 14,000 of existing upstream storage.

COMo CLYDE: Is there any objection on the part of

anyone that that goes in?

COMo COOPER: No.

COM .. CLYDE: Do you have any objection to those

figures going out?

COMo BISHOP: If they have already gone out, I guess

there is no use.

THE CHAIRMAN: We have two points, I believe, in

Article IV.

COMo CLYDE: There is still another point in Article

II, It~ 25, the definition of Upper utah Section Diversions,

page 5. The que~t-ion involV'ed there is what we mean by tribu

taries; and we h~ppen to have a tributary in this area called

Mill Creek which joins the main stream below the Utah-Wyoming

Line. In order tQ clarify it and mak~i.t so th~e will be no

misunderstanding, I would suggest that that definition read as

follows:

tttUpper Utah Section Diversions' means the sum of

all diversions in second-feet from Bear River and the tribu

taries of Bear River joining the Bear River upstream from

the point where the Bear River crosses the Utah-Wyoming

State Line above Evanston" 0 0 " tt

My only purpose there is to See that Mill C~ek, a tributary

that joins below the Line, is not included ill the Compact and
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is not inadvertently lumped in with this stream section.

MRo MERRILL: How does that read?

(Cqm" Clyde rereads proposed language.)

THE CHAIRMAN: I s that suggested change agreeable to

you, Mr. Cooper?

COM" COOPER: That is agreeable with us.

THE CHAIRMAN: You, Mr. Bishop?

COMo BISHOP: Yes"

THE CHAIRMAN: Apparently it is agreeable to everyone"

Have you another one, Mro Clyde?

COMo CLYDE: No, that is all in Article II.

THE CHAIRMAN: Do you want to go to Article IV?

COMo CLYDE: Article III, on what constitutes a

quorum0 Can proxy votes be accepted? What about proxies?

MRo MERRILL: It doesn't seem to me to be advisable

in a matter as important as this.

MRo SKEEN: There will be a lot of things that will

have to be left to the By-Laws.

COMo CLYDE: I don't wish to push it.

COMo BISHOP: If we are going to have three conunis

sioners, it seems to me that any state that wants one man to

represe~t all three of them could do it. It seems to me like

it makes it rather cumbersome; alDd j.t is hard for us to get

people to serve on the commissions that will attend the

meetings.

COMo CLYDE: And it is expensive to send a lot of
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people 0

COMo BISHOP: That is right.

MRo MERRILL: That has been definitely fou~~t ov~r

and agreed to heretofore; I don't think we ought to chang~ it.

You take Utah for instance, it has got two divisions and pro

bably there would be one from the State Engineer's Qfrlce; that

was one of the things we were considering. And then Upper

Wyoming, in Wyoming they are over a large section of cOuntry,

and the commissioners from the various sections would like to

be there undoubtedl-Y and the State Engineer 0 And that is lIh.at

we thought with Id~ho; there would be the Upper DiV'isi~n bet\feen

BQrder and Stewart Dam, and then there would be the Latt C~ce

Division where Mro Cooper is, and the_State Engineer's offi~~.

Those are sdme of the arguments that were advanced.

COMo CLYDE: I think that is fine in the preparat~on

of the Compact; but when the Compact- is drawn, there are trans

actions to be carried outo I have no arguJl1ent against it but

I would like to pursue this point that Mr. Bishop rais~5.

Supposing one stat~ wanted to send only one representative;

then he has got to use two proxies?

MRo MERR+LL: That wouid be han<llled in the Bt-La~s.

COMo CLY~E: I see. Okay 0

COMo BISHOP: If only one of the three were there,

it shouldn't deprive that state of its right for a vot~ of ~ll

three. I think it ought to take all of whatever th~ number is

to ~ke one vote.
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MRo MERRILL: They will all be there with water right

questions; you don't need to worry about thato I have too many

lawsuits about water matters to know that; they don't fail to

show up.

THE CHAIRMAN: Any more questions before you get to

Article IV?

COM CLYDE: No 0

THE CHAIRMAN: That is where you come in, Mro Person,

I believe you said you had a question to raise.

MHo PERSON: This section e., page 10:

"If for any reason the'aggregate of all diversions

in a river section of the upper division does not equal

the allpcations of water thereto, the unused portion shall

be divided among the other river sections in the division

in the ratio of the percentages specified above. No per

manent right of use shall be established by the distribu

tion of water pursuant to this paragraph e."

We are now dividing the water between the states,

not between the sections.o And if Utah wants to use her upper

section water in the lower section, I think they should have

that right. If they wanted to rotate it, they couldn't do it

as this is now written. I say the first thing we should do,

if Utah do,sn't want to ~se her upper section water in the

upper sect~on, she should be allowed to use it in the lower

sectiono First one section can use it and then the other

section; and then if there is anything left, it ~sdivided on
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those ratioso

COMo CLYDE: May I ask a point of information: You

mean sections, not divisions?

MR 0 PERSON: Sections 0

COMo CLYDE: For example, if the Upper Utah Section

in Summit County didn't want to use its water, you didn't mean

it would go down to the Lower Division?

MRo PERSON: No, the lower section in the Upper Divi

siono I think this wording ought to be changedo That would

permit rotation of water and better use, which we are bound

to come to, which this wouldn't permit.

MRo JIBSON: Maybe I should explain what this general

statement means in terms of percentages if it will do any goodo

Otherwise, go ahead, it is immaterial to me.

THE CHAIRMAN: It ~s up to these people that are

goin~ to catch a traino

(General discussiono)

MRo PERSON: I will write some language and send it

to Skeen.

COMo BISHOP: We seriously think it should be in thereo

MRo PERSON: You wouldn't object to it?

COMo CLYDE: I wouldn't object to it.

MRo SKEEN: Let us pass that with the understanding

you will prepare some language in the next few days.

MHo PERSON: Yes, I will send it to you in the next

week or 60.
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MRo SKEEN~ If you can make it in a few days it will

be pettere The next one I guess is in the Central Division.

We might as well get that sore spot ironed outo

COMo BISHOP: In the middle of page 13" did you cut

out that "aggrieved"?

MRo SKEEN: Yes .. the word "aggrieved" "is,strickene

I have a number of changes of that sort that I didn't want to

take the time of the Commission to discuss.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is it 2.a." Mr. Person" you are ques-

tiohing?

MRo PERSON: In Central Division.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yeso

MRo PERSON: Well" it is the same old concession. I

think Mr. Cooper knows what I am going to propose. I apologize"

Fred" for proposing it. I don't think we could go into a

Compact without a 207 flow.

COMo COOPER:'Your apology is accepted" Mr. Person,

I assure you; but we will absolutely not go into.a Compact with
;.'(;

it in.

COMo BISHOP: Fred" it gives you water down there for

Last Chance Canal on a late priority" a whol~ lot later than

any of ours would be receiving it" if you don't do it.

COM 0 COOPER: I beg your humble pardon. We have 1897

rights and you people are claiming ri~ts for w~ter in 1939.

We /are willing to concede it e We hav$ also given you these

storage rights" conceded that. We haTe just gone too far now.
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We figure it is farther than we should have done and, gentlemen,

we can't possibly make this kind of concession, because it

would simply cut us in two.

MRo PERSON: No, Fred, it won't.

COMo COOPER: Yes, it will.

MRo PERSON: The Engineering Committee spent two days

on this, including Mr. Crandall. Tha Engineering Committee all

decided it was fair and equitable and it was desirable.

COM" COOPER: And then afterward, the Engineering

Committee in con:f'f,:rence here agreed that it was not desirapl".

I think Mro Iorns very definitely pointed out that it would be

injurious to the 14st Chance particularly; therefore we ha~ ~is

missed the thing from our minds. We felt that it was some

thing--

~. MR 0 PERSON: ~ Fred, I don't agree that it would hu.rt

one iota the Las\Chanceo I don't think it would; I don't think

it could.

COMo COOPER: I would like Mr. lorns, if he will,

explain how he feels about that proposition.

MRo IORNS: The 207 has a place in the picture if you

are dividing betwe,n the two state divisions or the two st~te

sections on the basis of prtority of rights. We are not fpl

lowing priority of right division whatsoever here; we are fol

lowing division on the basis of irrigated acreage.

MR 0 PERSON: Wait a minute, let's be sure of that 0

I want a correction in there. We are following priority r~ghts
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between the division, not within the division.

MRo MERRILL: We are dealing here with rights in the

Lower and Upper Divisiono

MRo PERSON: Within the Division we divide on the

basis of irrigated acreageo

MRo IORNS: Within the Division you are dividing

on the basis of irrigated acreageo

MRo PERSON: Between the Division we are dividing on

the basis of priorityo

COMo COOPER: No, we are not.

MRo MERRILL: We would get about 90 percent ..

MRo Co Ro NATE: Then you should only have 35 per

cent based on the acreage. Report No. 27, that shows you will

only need 35 percent in Cokeville and the Upper Wyoming, so

we went a little too high on the 430

COMo COOPER: We maq.e that concession with you during

the argument on this 2070

MR 0 PERSON ~ I have another correction I want to

suggest which is logicalo I can convince you of the logic of

it, I am sure; if I can't convince you of the logic of that,

it is still just as logical. On page 11, under 2.a., to

strike--''When the divertib:i.:e flow"--strike the"either", take

out the conuna, "is less than 810 second-feet", and then strike,

"or the flow of Bear River at Border Gaging Station is less

than 400 second-feet. "

COMo COOPER: I have that marked in red here where
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we decided to leave that as it waso We discussed that question.

MRo' PERSON: You are cutting us both ways.. You are

not satisfied to cut down to 207, you also want to cut us to

400. You are taking your pound of flesh ~iece by piece. You

aren't satisfied in taking it only one way; you are taking it

two wayso

COMo COOPER: We haven't asked for any blood.

MRo PERSON: I se~, just flesh.
I I)

COMo COOPER: I think that should be left in there.

I don't think it hurts you a bit.

MR" PERSON: Those are the only two corrections I have

to suggest.

THE CHAIRMAN: We have fivt'-,¢nutes more, apparently

before Mr. Bishop here and the rest of them have to leave.

Maybe you want to set a date for the next meeting and have the

Legal Committee put this in the final draft form.

COMo COOPER~ I didn't hear what you just said.

THE CHAIRMAN: Maybe you 1rlant to set another date for
(

another meeting and cGRsidera"liratt in f~al form with theN

changes, prepared by the Legal Committee.

COMo COOPER: When could the Legal Committee be ready?

MRo SKEEN: I think the first of the week.

MRo MERRILL: I won't be able to be with you until

after the 3rd of January--

COMo BISHOP: That fits my schedule too.

MRo MERRILL: --because of my various cotmnitments
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already madeo

THE CHAIRMAN: You can't meet with the Legal Committee

either?

MRo MERRILL: No.

(General discussion.)

MRo MERRILL: Gentlemen, before you go, there doesn't

seem to us to be any reason in the world why we couldn't clarify

that matter to save litigation in the future, that the 57 per-

cent shall be for use in Idaho not only in the Central Division

but the runoff down to the other parto Now just a few words

would clarify that and it would ~ave litigation i~ this matter

if the Compact is passed. And it doesn't seem--

COMo BISHOP: Why not let them use it where they

want to?

COMo COOPERg That is the point.

MRo MERRILL: That is the point;--"for use in Idaho

in the Central or Lower Division."

MRo PERSON: If you want to put the 207 clause in,

you can put it in any place.

MRo NATE: Then you get 35, not 43.

COMo COOPER: The point is, usually a little water

gets past Stewart Dam, and if that were made so it just could

be used in the Central Division, ~hen we would not get the

credit for it on the Last Chanceo It doesn't amopnt'to o~ly--

maybe 5 or 7 feet is al~ it amounts to--but water is va1ua~le
" ,

to us and precious, and we would likb that point in there.
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This 207, that would cut us right in two; we can't stand for

thats

THE CHAIRMAN: I assume you will have to have one

more meeting to go over this draft and maybe settle any other

problems you have, is that right? Shouldn't you at this time

set the date?

COMo BISHOP: Mro Chairman,\ I would like to ask the

Legal Committee if they are going to have this written up and

send us copies so we can take it up with our people. We

• wouldn't want to meet again until we tplk about what we have

got. There are some items we question and they may question.

And we would like to have some copies and take it up with ou.r

people before we have another meeting. My idea would be to

adjourn subject to the call of the Chairman, so we can take it

up with our members and find out when we can have these meet

ings and find out what our people think about it before we have

another meetingo

THE CHAIRMAN: You mean you are suggesting that drafts

be furnished you for your people after the Legal Committee gets

out a draft?

COMo BISHOP: I am willing to have the Legal Committee

go ahead and draft it up; I think they know what we have ten

tatively agreed upon~ If they will write it up and get it in

shape, then we can take it up with our people and find out what

they think about ito

MRo SKEEN: We will endeavor to get a copy to you,
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Clark, on this coming Saturday, or get some copies of a clean

draft on this Saturdayo With that in mind, I think it would be

a big help if we could agree on the date for the ne~ meeting,

because I have had some experience contacting you fellows and

it is a pretty hard job.

THE CHAIRMAN: When can yo~ meet after January 3rd,

Mro Merrill? What is the earliest time you can meet?

MR" MERRILL: The 5th would be about the closest date ..

COMo BISHOP: That would be a little soon" We can't

get our people together until after the first of the year.

MRo MERRILL: That is five days after"

COM" BISHOP: I would say we had better make it

along the middle of January for our meeting"

MRo MERRILL: The legislatures will be in sessiono

We have got to get this in the legislature ..

MR.o PERSON: Until we take it to our people, there

is no sense in even talking about taking it to our Legis],atureo

We have done a lot of things that our commissioners have given

us definite instructions not to do.. One is, we have gone down

on the storage; the second is we have yielded to Utah--and I

could go on down all the things--the 207--

MRo MERRILL: What do you think about the other states?

COMo COOPER: You are clever horsetraders.

(General discussion .. )

COMo CLYDE: Mr .. Chairman, I move we meet on the 12th..

THE CHAIRMAN: I s that all right, M~;' 'Mer-rill and Mr.
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COMo COOPER: Yeso

THE CHAIRMAN: Then we will meet on the 12th of

January 0

(4:40 pom~g Wednesday, December 15, 1954, Meeting

adjournedo)
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